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1. Introduction 
The Oregon experimental high energy physics group came into existence in 1988 

when Jim Brau came to Oregon. Ray Frey joined him and the Oregon faculty in 
1989, and David Strom came in 1991. During these seven years the research focus 
of the group has been electroweak symmetry breaking and related measurements. 
Jim Brau and Ray Frey have devoted most of their effort to the SLD experiment 
at SLAC and David Strom has worked on the OPAL experiment at CERN. During 
the SSC era the group was very active in the R&D and planning for the SSC 
experiments, first on EMPACT, and eventually on GEM. 

The University of Oregon has supported this effort very generously, beginning 
with the $175,000 of start-up funds for the creation of the group, additional start
up contributions for Frey and Strom, machine and electronics shop credits equaling 
about $3000 annually, and support for staff and matching support for grants. This 
extra direct support, which is in addition to faculty salaries, exceeds $40,000 yearly. 
The university has always recognized the large off-campus component of the group 
in the indirect charges. Beginning with the next grant year (1996-97) the university 
has agreed to charge the entire project at the off-campus overhead rate of 26%. 
The university supported Institute of Theoretical Science provides clerical and 
administrative support. 

During the first seven years, the group has included five postdoctoral research 
associates. Two of them have 'graduated' from the group: Cary Zeitlin (who left 
the group in 1991 to take a staff position at LBL, where he still works) and Koichiro 
Furuno (who left in 1993 to return to Japan). Three are still working with the 
group: Jennifer Huber (working on heavy quark physics at SLD), Robert Drucker 
(working on the NuTeV experiment at Fermilab), and Nikolai Sinev (working on 
the vertex detector upgrade for SLD). 

Seven graduate students have worked in the group. Three graduated: Hwan-
bae Park wrote a thesis on the left-right asymmetry measurement and is now a 
postdoctoral research associate at the University of Colorado working on CLEO 
and BaBar; Kevin Pitts wrote a thesis on the left-right asymmetry in Bhabha 
scattering and is now a postdoctoral research assoiciate at Fermilab; and Hyun 
Hwang wrote a thesis on QCD tests in three jet events. The remaining students 
have been working on SLD (Matt Langston, Xiaoqing Yang, and Jingchen Zhou), 
OPAL (Wen-Ping Lai) and NuTeV (David Mason). 

During the past year, the group pursued a vigorous program of research on 
SLD at SLAC (Brau and Frey), OPAL at CERN (Strom), and Experiment E-815 
(NuTeV) at Fermilab (Brau and Frey). The group also completed a beam test for 
the GEM tracker project. 
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The SLD effort continues to span much of the collaboration's activities, from 
maintaining and operating the SLD luminosity monitor which was built at Ore
gon, to significant responsibility in physics analysis, such as event selection and 
background analysis for the left-right asymmetry measurement, studies of QCD in 
the polarized ZQ decays, and polarized Bhabha scattering. In addition, Jim Brau 
serves as project manager for the new vertex detector upgrade (VXD3), and Ray 
Frey is the SLD Commissioner, requiring his presence at SLAC on a daily basis. 
Oregon currently maintains five people in residence at SLAC, including Frey. 

The OPAL work focuses on the new silicon-tungsten luminosity monitor and 
the associated physics analyses. Oregon contributed in several important ways to 
the construction of this calorimeter, the commissioning of the detector and the 
writing of the reconstruction software, and has now made significant contributions 
putting forth the resulting precision luminosity measurements. Oregon currently 
maintains one student in residence at CERN, while Strom travels to CERN regu
larly. 

The sign-selected neutrino experiment (NuTeV at Fermilab) has made good 
progress this past year in preparation for a physics run set to begin in 1996. 

Overall, the Oregon group has made very significant progress on all the research 
projects it has undertaken, as the following report will affirm. 
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2. SLD 

2.1 1994-95 Run 
During the 1994-95 run, the SLAC Linear Collider produced over 100,000 Z° 

events at an average polarization of (77.3 ± 0.6)%. This allowed SLD to contribute 
world-class electroweak measurements, particularly with the new Am result. 

The 1994-95 run began in earnest for physics in early July and continued 
through March, 1995. Further improvement in the strained GaAs photocathode 
technique provided the increased polarization of « 80%. 

2.2 SLD Physics Results 

With the continued improvement in luminosity and polarization, the SLD 
physics program has expanded in the past year to cover a broad range of sig
nificant topics. There are many papers now published, and many others are in 
final preparation for submission for publication. 

Table 2.1 lists many of the physics topics under investigation by the SLD 
Collaboration. 

The Oregon group participates directly in the analysis of many of these topics. 
Most of the group is involved in one way or another in the measurement of the 
Left-right cross section asymmetry, ALR. 

The study of polarized e+e~ —* e + e ~ was essentially an Oregon project. Kevin 
Pitts wrote his Ph.D. thesis on this topic. (Pitts is now a research associate at 
Fermilab working on CDF). The Oregon group developed this into a paper which 
was published by the SLD Collaboration in Physical Review Letters this past year. 

A paper based on the Ph.D. thesis of H. Hwang on three jet events and a test 
of QCD is in preparation. Likewise, the QCD analysis of J. Zhou on multiplicity 
distributions and factorial moments is being prepared for publication. J. Huber has 
worked on the b lifetime analysis and other heavy flavor topics, and is now working 
on the measurement of Ac. Xiaoqing Yang is doing her thesis on b-quark mixing. 
Group members have been active in a variety of other pieces of these efforts. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of Latest SLD Results 

Measurement Result Publication 

ALR 0.1551 ± 0.0040 
(preliminary 92-95) 

PRL 73, 25 (1994) 

Polarized e + e~ —* e + e ~ ve = -0.0414 ± 0.0020 
ae = -0.4977 ± 0.0045 

PRL 74, 2880 (1995) 

Aj (tagged K+~) 
Aj (jet charge) 

Aj (^'s max likelihood) 

0.91 ± 0.09 ± 0.09 
0.843 ± 0.046 ± 0.051 

0.87 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 
PRL 74, 2890 (1995) 
PRL 74, 2895 (1995) 

A c (^'s max likelihood) 
Ac (D* tag) 

0.43 ±0.11 ±0.13 
0.64 ±0.11 ±0.06 

PRL 74, 2895 (1995) w/ Ab 

PRL to be published 
Rb (Double tag) 

n{&) 
n{xt) 

T% {topol. Vtx) 

TBO {semilep.) 

TB+ {semilep.) 
TB+/TB° {semilep.) 

TBO {topol.) 
TB+ {topol.) 

TB+/TB° {topol.) 

0.2171 ±0.004 ±0.0037 
1.617 ± 0.048 ± 0.086 ps 
1.627 ± 0.054 ± 0.132 ps 
1.564 ± 0.030 ± 0.036 ps 

L 6 0 - O : H ± ° - 1 0 Ps 

lA9t°o\l ± ° - 0 5 P3 

°- 9 4-S:l2 ± ° - 0 7 Ps 

1.55 ± 6.07 ± 0.12 ps 
1.67 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 ps 

i-OSloios ± ° - 1 0 Ps 

Submitted to PRD 

Submitted to PRL 

hv 

t 
is 

297 ± 9 ± 5 fsec 
-0.89 ± 0.21 ± 0.07 
1.17 ± 0.35 ± 0.21 
0.49 ± 0.24 ± 0.13 

to be published in PRD, Nov. 1995 

aa (jet rates) 
ocs (EEC) 

<x3 (combined methods) 
Anb 

Jet Handedness 
Flavor dependence of as: 

a,(lids) 
a.(aU) 
a,(c) 

a.(all) 
a,{b) 

<*,(all) 

0.118 ±.002 ±.003 ±.010 
0.124 +;J[g ± .009 

0.1200 ± .0025 ± .0078 
3.31 ± 0.41 ± 0.79 

< 6.3%, 9.9% 

0.987 ± .027 ± .022 ± .022 

1.012 ±.104 ±.102 ±.096 

1.026 ± .041 ± .041 ± .030 

PRL 71, 2528(1993) 
PRD 50, 5580 (1994) 
PRD 51, 962 (1995) 
PRL 72, 3145(1994) 
PRL 74, 1512 (1995) 

1 
) submitted to PRL 

J 
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In the following we describe some on the more significant results of the SLD 
experiment during the past year. 

2.2.1 The Left-right Cross Section Asymmetry 
The most notable physics result from SLC/SLD to date is the measurement of 

the left-right cross section asymmetry, AIR. It represents the single most precise 
measurement of the electroweak mixing angle, hence providing a substantial test 
of the Standard Model. Figure 2.2.1.1 summarizes the electroweak mixing angle 
measurements from SLC and LEP as reported in Summer 1995. The SLD sin 2 9$ 
measurement is the left-most point. (Note that the SLD AIR measures the parity-
violating parameter for electrons only, which strictly speaking, is only directly 
comparable to the LEP electron asymmetries Ae

FB and VfB.) In the discussion 
below, we give an introduction and brief history of the AIR measurement in terms 
of SLC performance, followed by a discussion of the most recent result from the 
1994-95 run. We emphasize the areas which involve substantial involvement by 
the Oregon group, in particular the event selection and background determination. 
In addition, the group is leading a substantial upgrade to the Compton beam 
polarization measurement, the most critical systematic input to AIR. This is 
described in Section 2.5 and mentioned again in Section 2.4 of the Proposal. 

Table 2.2.1.1 summarizes the history of the SLD AIR measurement. Figures 
2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3 graphically illustrate the improvement of the SLC luminosity 
and electron-beam polarization, respectively. The first run with longitudinally 
polarized electron beam at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) took place during 
1992. By a combination of improved luminosity and much greater polarization, 
the precision of the result for the 1993 run improved by a factor 10. Roughly 
speaking, the SLC luminosity improved by a factor 2 in 1993 due to many factors, 
most notably the advent of flat beams; the polarization improved by slightly less 
than a factor of 3, due to the use of strained lattice photocathodes. The error on 
AIR improved by a factor 2 for the 1994-95 run, with a factor -\/2 due to integrated 
luminosity and a factor y/2 due to further improvement in beam polarization. (The 
AIR error goes roughly as Ify/NzV}, as discussed below, where Ve is the electron 
beam polarization.) Thinner GaAs photocathodes, which reduce the number of 
de-polarizing scatters of the photo-electrons in the GaAs, were responsible for the 
polarization improvement. 
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Table 2.2.1.1. History of AIR measurement. The first AIR 
error is statistical, the second systematic. 

Run Z Events Polarization ALR Reference 

1992 10.2 x 103 22.4 ± 0.7% 0.100 ±0.044 ±0.004 PRL 70, 2515 (1993) 

1993 49.4 x 103 63.0 ± 1.1% 0.1628 ±0.0071 ±0.0028 PRL 73, 25 (1994) 

1994-95 92.3 x 103 77.34 ± 0.62% 0.1495 ± 0.0042 ± 0.0012 prelim. 

Combined 0.1551 ± 0.0040 prelim. 

The left-right asymmetry is defined as 

ALR = {OL - VR) j (crL + <TR), 

where <TL and <TR are the e + e~ production cross sections for Z bosons (at the Z 
pole) with left-handed and right-handed electrons, respectively. To leading order, 
the Standard Model predicts that this quantity depends upon the vector (ve) and 
axial-vector (a e ) couplings of the Z boson to the electron current, 

2veae 2[l-4sin2fl$] 
X * e ~»e 2 + ^ ~ l + [ l - 4 s i n 2 * f ] 2 

We retain the tree-level relations between the couplings and the electroweak mix
ing parameter to compare with the experimental measurement of ALR, effectively 
including higher-order corrections in sin 2 6$ (as well as ae and ve). This effective 
electroweak mixing parameter is then defined by sin 2 0$ = (1 — u e / a e ) /4 . This 
convention is particularly useful for the measurement of the electroweak asymme
tries at the Z resonance. The quantity Ae is the neutral-current parity violating 
parameter for electrons. 

ALR has a number of nice properties. First, it is a sensitive function of sin 9$, 
with 6 sin 0$ « 6AXJJ/7.5. It is a large asymmetry with well known radiative 
corrections. It is relatively insensitive to energy. Finally, ALR does not depend 
upon the couplings of the Z to its final states. Hence, all visible Z decay modes 
can in principle be used in the measurement. In practice, the e + e~ final state 
is discarded by SLD due to its large zero-asymmetry contribution from photon 
exchange. Also, for the calorimetric event selection used in the ALR analysis, SLD 
does not select fi+fi~ final states, and is not very efficient in selecting T+T~ events. 
However, this still leaves about 3/4 of the total Z cross section which can be used 
for ALR- This represents a tremendous statistical advantage over Z asymmetry 
measurements which rely on a single final state. 
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The experimental aspects of the AIR measurement are also rather unique. 
The SLD detector is not required to identify specific final states, except to discard 
e + e~ events. The switching between left,and right-hand polarization states is done 
randomly at 120 Hz, which, in principle, makes the integrated luminosity for left 
and right-handed running identical. In this case, the definition above becomes 

A XL-NR 

A m ~ N L + NR 

The experimental difficulty is dominated by the measurement of the electron beam 
polarization, Ve- For a partially polarized beam the experimental determination 
of AIR is essentially AIR = Am/Ve- Small corrections to this formulation are 
discussed below. In this approximation, the AIR measurement error is 

, , r 1 , ,2 (We}2}1'2 

where Nz = Ni + NR is the total number of events and 8Ve is the error of the 
polarization measurement. We see immediately from this that a large polarization 
is critical, and that the relative error on the polarization measurement needs to be 
a few percent or less. 

A convenient expression for the luminosity of a linear e + e~ collider is 

N+N-fHD 

4 7 r ( # / ? * C x € y ) i / 2 

Here N+ and N~ are the colliding e + and e~ bunch populations, and / is the 
frequency of collision (120 Hz for the SLC). /?* is essentially the focal length at the 
e + e~ interaction point (IP), and e is the beam emittance. HQ is an enhancement 
factor ("pinch") due to the additional contraction of one bunch as it passes through 
the intense collective electromagnetic field of the other bunch. This factor is one 
for small fields. It was estimated to be as large as 1.1-1.2 during the best 1993-95 
running, but has yet to be directly measured. 

The most dramatic changes for the 1993 run included the use of strained-lattice 
cathodes at the SLC source, which gave a large increase in electron beam polar
ization (from 22% to 63%), and the advent of flat beam operation, which gave 
higher luminosity (by a factor « 2). During the initial run with polarized beam in 
1992, the polarization was mostly limited by the "thick" GaAs photocathode at the 
electron source, resulting in an average polarization at the e+e~ IP of 22.4%. Mean
while, an interesting program of R&D on strained-lattice photocathodes indicated 
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[2.2.1.1] that much higher polarization was possible. These results are summarized 
in Fig. 2.2.1.4. In unstrained GaAs, the theoretical maximum polarization of the 
emitted electrons is 50%, owing to the degeneracy of two competing transitions. 
The 1993 strained lattice consisted of a GaAsi-zPj ; (x = 0.24) substrate of thick
ness 2.5 fim with an epitaxial layer of GaAs of thickness 0.1-0.3 [im. This alters 
the lattice spacing over a significant depth in the photocathode, hence removing 
the transition degeneracy. As with previous photocathodes, approximately one 
atomic layer of cesium and fluorine applied to the cathode surface substantially 
increases the quantum efficiency (5-15%), thereby making the devices practical for 
SLC operation. With the GaAs degeneracy removed, a Ti-saphire laser operating 
at 865 nm excites the lower-energy transition. The variation of the measurements 
over time, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2.1.3, represents correlations with changes in 
SLC operation, generally either due to re-coating of the source photocathode or to 
a re-tuning of the arc orbit. 

In the absence of chromatic effects, the beam spot size at focus is proportional 
to the square root of the product of the beam emittances, ex and ey. It had long 
been known that the IP spot size could possibly be reduced by producing "flat" 
(i.e. elliptical) beam. Damping rings will naturally tend to give a lower emittance 
product, cxey, when ey is allowed to be made smaller than c s . However, prior 
to 1992 it was thought that polarized beam transport was incompatible with flat 
beams. A solenoidal field will introduce x-y coupling of the beam phase space due 
to the beam betatron motion. Therefore, the SLC RTL solenoid, necessary to pro
duce longitudinal polarization, would ruin the flat beams. Flat-beam running with 
polarized beam was made possible by "spin bumps", a phenomenom of the SLC 
arcs discovered [2.2.1.2] during the 1992 run. It was found that the polarization 
at the IP was strongly affected by the position of the electron beam launch into 
the arc. Longitudinally polarized electrons launched into the North Arc undergo 
g — 2 precession in the arc bending fields. Normally, the resulting IP polariza
tion would be very insensitive to the arc launch details. However, as it turns out, 
the spin precession frequency in the arc is almost exactly equal to the arc beta
tron oscillation frequency. (Each of the 23 arc achromats produces 1085° of spin 
precession and 1080° of betatron oscillation.) This means that spin precession in 
a non-bend plane can accumulate during the focussing-defocussing process by an 
amount which depends on arc launch position. In practice, a vertically polarized 
beam at the end of the Linac can be made longitudinal at the IP by a pair of large 
betatron oscillations in the North Arc. This was standard practice for the 1993-95 
runs. 

In principle, the focussing of the beams at the IP can map each beam-energy 
component to a different effective point of focus, resulting in a correlation between 
transverse position at the IP and energy, or equivalently between position and 
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polarization. This would not be an experimental issue except that the polarization 
of those electrons which weight Z production at the IP can be different from the 
polarization of the entire electron beam, averaged over its full spatial extent. In 
the former case, the electron beam is sampled by its interaction probability to 
make Z's via positrons; this is referred to as the luminosity-weighted polarization, 
Ve. The latter case is relevant for the polarization measurement using Compton 
scattering, Vg, as the spatial extent of the Compton laser beam is much larger 
than the electron beam, hence sampling all electrons with equal weight. If the 
electron beam had only gaussian energy tails, the difference between Ve and V? 
would be small (< 0.2%) and readily modelled. However, in 1993 the beam was 
observed to have a long low-energy tail extending to AE/E of about —1%. This 
gave rise to the largest systematic error for the 1993 run (although still negligible 
compared to the statistical error): Ve — (1.017 ± 0.012)'Pf\ This was dispensed 
with for the 1994-95 run by eliminating the low-energy tail at the front-end of 
the SLC. In addition, the energy spread was measured throughout the run, and 
several scans of Ve with beam energy allowed a complete verification of the size of 
the effect and its error. 

The overall layout of the Compton scattering measurement of the electron beam 
polarization is shown in Fig. 2.2.1.5. Longitudinally polarized photons of energy 
2.33 eV, provided by 532 nm circularly polarized laser pulses from a frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG laser, are brought into collision with the outgoing electron beam 
33 m past the IP. The back-scattered Compton electrons, ranging in energy from 
17.4 GeV to about 30 GeV, are detected by a multi-channel Cherenkov detector 
after being separated from the main electron beam by two dipole magnets which 
are the final bend magnets of the SLC Final Focus. At the face of the Cherenkov 
detector, the Compton electrons shower in a retractable 8 mm lead radiator. The 
Compton cross section can be written 

where Es is the Compton-scattered electron energy, V-, is the polarization of the 
laser photon beam, Vf is the electron beam polarization, and A(Ea) is the Comp
ton polarization asymmetry function. A(ES) is the asymmetry in the theoretical 
Compton cross section for the Jz = | versus | combinations of e*f. It also includes 
corrections of about 2% to account for the response of the Cherenkov detector. The 
maximum asymmetry occurs at the kinematic endpoint, Ea = 17.4 GeV, which 
corresponds to 180° electron scattering in the e~f center-of-momentum frame. The 
Compton process itself gives fiducials which can be used to calibrate the Cerenkov 
detector. The kinematic endpoint can be precisely determined in the detetector. 
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The detector can, in special runs, be translated across the endpoint on its move
able table to verify the position of the endpoint, thus providing a calibration of 
the position-momentum relationship. The measured asymmetry in each detector 
channel is equal to the combination V-f

rP^A(E3), where Es corresponds to the 
mean energy for that channel. 

Unlike other precision electroweak measurements involving e+e~ at the Z res
onance, AIR does not rely on the detailed reconstruction of the final state. The 
primary requirements for SLD are a good efficiency for detection of hadronic fi
nal states which is symmetric in scattering angle, and a good separation of these 
events from e + e ~ final states and accelerator-related backgrounds. The measured 
"raw" asymmetry, Am can then be formed. Of primary importance for the AIR 
analysis is the SLD liquid argon calorimetry (LAC). The LAC consists of projec
tive towers, longitudinally segmented into two electromagnetic (EM) sections of 21 
radiation lengths total depth, and two hadronic sections, which combine with the 
EM sections to give 2.8 interaction lengths. This is the case for both barrel and 
endcap sections. The LAC covers 98% of the total solid angle, with about 80% of 
this in the barrel section. The small scattering angle region uses silicon-tungsten 
calorimetry, built at Oregon, to measure luminosity with Bhabha scattering. 

The offline calorimetric event selection for AIR occurs in two stages. The 
Passl process provides a loose selection of physics events by means of a few cuts 
on energy deposition in the LAC. All triggered events are subject to Passl analysis, 
which requires only calibrated raw data as input. About 90% of background events 
are removed at this stage, with a corresponding reduction of the event count by a 
factor ~ 50, depending upon running conditions. 

At the Pass2 stage, calorimeter reconstruction is performed, and a more refined 
selection of events is performed, the end product being the final event sample. The 
Pass2 reconstruction forms clusters from the LAC tower data. An algorithm is 
employed to discard energy depositions resulting from background muons. The 
following quantities are defined in terms of the LAC clusters which exceed an 
energy threshold, Emin : 

• Nci : total number of clusters exceeding Emin ', 
• Et0t = J2 Ei; ; 
. J = |££.-nl/£k<; 

where the sums are over clusters above Emin, which is typically 100 MeV. Ei is the 
energy of a LAC cluster and r; is a unit displacement vector from the nominal SLD 
origin to the ith LAC cluster. The quantity / , known as the energy imbalance, is 
the magnitude of the 3-dimensional energy imbalance vector, relative to the total 
energy. 
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The distributions in the quantities Etot, / , and Nc\ are shown in 2.2.1.6 for the 
1993 data for the events selected by Passl. The Nc{ distribution is separated into 
central and forward regions. In this analysis we refer to cos 9^ < 0.8 as the central 
region and cos 0th > 0.8 as the forward region, where cos0^ is the absolute value 
of the cosine of the thrust axis in the LAC. This division corresponds roughly to 
regions of different LAC response. 

The Pass2 event selection consisted of the following: 
1. Em > 15 GeV 
2. J < 0.6 

f9 , cos0*&<O.8; 
3. Nci > < 

112, cos0* f c>O.8. 
The first cut broadly accepts hadronic events. The second cut is designed to 
eliminate beam-related backgrounds. The third cut is designed to eliminate wide-
angle Bhabha events. All three cuts reduce the efficiency for selection of tau-pair 
final states relative to hadronic final states. Figure 2.2.1.7 is a scatter plot of / 
versus Nci for the endcap region, cos 9th > 0.8. The backgrounds from both sources 
are negligible in the barrel region relative to the endcap. WAB events accumulate 
in the lower-left corner of this plot and beam background events, being typically 
not momentum balanced, accumulate in the upper portion. The rectangular cuts 
listed above are shown on the plot, leaving mostly hadronic events in the lower 
right rectangle. 

The primary backgrounds to this selection are due to beam-related backgrounds 
and wide-angle Bhabha (WAB) events. The beam beackgrounds are primarily 
interactions of off-axis beam electrons or positrons with accelerator structures 
(masks, collimators, beam pipe) producing electromagnetic showering, for inter
actions near SLD, or muons for distant interactions. Beam gas interactions are 
also present, although these represent a small contribution to backgrounds in the 
case of the caiorimetric selection. The beam background is extracted from the 
shape of the distribution in / based on the data only, as depicted in Fig. 2.2.1.7. 
For the WAB background monte carlo simulation is used to aid the estimation of 
the number of events crossing the Nci cut. For the 1994-95 preliminary result, 
this procedure yielded a beam background fraction of (0.12 ± 0.03)% and a WAB 
background of (0.17 ± 0.10)%. The total background fraction for the preliminary 
result is therefore / j = (0.31±0.10)%. Since the WAB events include s-channel and 
s—t channel interference contributions, this background itself has a small left-right 
asymmetry, Af,, which is taken into account in the Am correction factor (Am — Af,) 
given below. Other backgrounds, due to cosmic rays or 77 events, are negligible. 

The final analysis of the 1994-95 data is in progress and includes some refine-
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ments commensurate with the increased statistical precision. This includes some 
improvements in the event selection and background determination. Since AIR is 
statistics limited, the fact that in previous runs the central drift chamber (CDC) 
was occasionally off led to the use of the purely calorimetric analysis. However, in 
the 1994-95 run the drift chamber missed only a small fraction of the data, and 
the increased systematic control available with the inclusion of the tracking data 
has led to a global analysis which will likely be used for the final published results. 
Figure 2.2.1.8 is a scatter plot of the calorimetric quantity Nci discussed above 
versus the CDC track multiplicity in the barrel region. The hadronic events are 
clearly separated from backgrounds. Two-prong WAB events are tightly clustered, 
and one prong versus three prong r pair events are clearly visible. The tracking 
information also allows virtual elimination of beam backgrounds. 

The measured asymmetry Am is related to AIR by the following expression, 
an extension of that given earlier, which incorporates a number of small correction 
terms in square brackets, 

A 1 
ALR - T^T- + TpTT [h{Am - Ah) -Ac + A2

mAv 

- E^-AE - Ae + Am(l - (Ve)2)Vp\ 

where (Ve) is the mean luminosity-weighted polarization for the 1993 run; / j is 
the background fraction; cr(E) is the unpolarized Z cross section at center of mass 
energy E; <r'(E) is the derivative of the cross section with respect to E; and Aj,, Ac, 
A-p, AE, and As are the left-right asymmetries of the background, the integrated 
luminosity, the beam polarization, the center-of-mass energy, and the product of 
detector acceptance and efficiency, respectively. Vp is any longitudinal positron 
polarization. 

Table 2.2.1.2 below summarizes the systematic errors and corrections for the 
preliminary 1994-95 AIR result. All of the small correction terms in the square 
brackets in the equation above are included in the "asymmetry corrections" in the 
Table. The analyses are still in progress, and it is expected that a total systematic 
error of about 0.5% can be achieved. 
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Table 2.2.1.2. Systematic uncertainties and corrections for Am 
(preliminary 1994-95.) 

Systematic Uncertainty 6V°IV? (%) SALRIALR (%) 

Laser Polarization 0.2 
Detector Linearity <0.5 

Analyzing Power calib 0.29 
Cross Checks <0.4 

Electronic Noise Correction 0.2 

Total Polarimeter Uncertainty 0.8 0.8 
Chromaticity Correction 0.2 
Asymmetry Corrections 0.1 

Total Systematic Uncertainty 0.8 

As recorded in Table 2.2.1.1, the preliminary result for the 1994-95 run is 

ALR = 0.1495 ± 0.0042 ± 0.0012 

The mean center-of-mass energy for this data was 91.270 GeV, which is slightly 
off the Z pole. Including this effect, plus very small corrections for Z-photon 
interference and e + e~ annihilation to photons, gives the equivalent pole value 

ALR = 0-15 2 4 ± °-0° 4 2 ± 0.0012 

This gives a preliminary electroweak mixing angle result for 1994-95 of 

sin 2 0$ = 0.23084 ± 0.00054 ± 0.00015 

which when combined with the previous SLD results gives 

sin2 9$ = 0.23049 ± 0.00050 

This is the value plotted in Fig. 2.2.1.1. The LEP average given in this figure is 
0.2318 ± 0.0004, which is 2.0 standard deviations from the SLD result. 

The group plans to report the final results by the end of 1995 in two publica
tions: Physical Review Letters and Physical Review D. R. Frey is writing up the 
event selection and background determination sections. 
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One way of evaluating the impact of the AIR result is given in Fig. 2.2.1.9, 
which shows the S — T parameterization of electroweak symmetry breaking of 
Peskin and Takeuchi for various measureables as of Summer 1995. The black 
region in the center represents the Standard Model prediction within the errors of 
the Tevatron top mass measurement and within a broad Higgs mass range. 

As discussed in the Proposal, the fact that the AIR measurement is statistics 
limited implies that an extended high-statistics run would provide an "archival" 
measurement of sin2 $$• Figure 2.2.1.10 indicates how the error on sin2 0^ varies 
with accumulated data. The upper curve assumes a polarization of 75% and a total 
systematic error of 1.0%, while the lower curve is for 90% and 0.5%, respectively. 

2.2.2 The Left-right Cross Section Asymmetry in e+e~ —• e+e~ 

The left-right cross section asymmetry described above is a measure of the ini
tial state electron coupling to the Z°. For simplicity, the e + e~ final state (Bhabha 
scattering) was omitted in the ALR measurement due to the dilution of the asym
metry from the large QED contribution of the t-channel photon exchange. In a sep
arate analysis we made two additional measurements: the first measurement of the 
left-right cross section asymmetry in polarized Bhabha scattering {Ae

L^ (| cos 0|)), 
and measurements of the effective electron coupling parameters based on a com
bined analysis of the ALR measurement [2.2.2.1] and the Bhabha cross section and 
angular distributions. The vector coupling measurement is the most precise yet 
presented by any one experiment. This analysis was solely the work of the Oregon 
group, being led by Kevin Pitts for his Ph.D. thesis research and carried forward to 
publication by Jim Brau after Pitts left Oregon. During the past year the analysis 
was published by the SLD Collaboration in Physical Review Letters. [2.2.2.2] An 
analysis based on the most recent SLD data (1994-95) is being prepared by Matt 
Langston of Oregon. 

In the Standard Model, measuring the left-right asymmetry yields a value for 
the quantity Ae, a measure of the degree of parity violation in the neutral current, 
since: 

2veae _ 2[1 - 4sin29$] 
+ a e

2 ~ l + [ l - 4 s i n 2 0 $ ] 2 ' 

where the effective electroweak mixing parameter is defined as sin20yy = | ( 1 — 
ve/ae), and ve and ae are the effective vector and axial vector electroweak cou
pling parameters of the electron. The partial width for ZQ decaying into e+e~ is 
dependent on the coupling parameters : 

r«, = ^ ^ ( v , 2 + «,2)(i + ««), (2) 

^ « - ^ - HT7T " T ^ r - = ^ B » . tt) 
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where Se = | ^ is the correction for final state radiation. Gf is the Fermi coupling 
constant and Mz is the Z° boson mass. By measuring Ae and r e e , the above 
equations can be utilized to extract ve and ae. 

The analysis was based on data collected during the 1992 and 1993 runs; 
it utilizes the calorimetry systems of the SLD detector. Small angle coverage 
(28-65 mrad from the beamline) is provided by the finely-segmented silicon-
diode/tungsten-radiator luminosity calorimeters (LUM) [2.2.2.3], originally de
signed and built by the Oregon group, and now operated in SLD by the Oregon 
group. The .LUM measures small angle Bhabha scattering, thereby providing both 
the absolute luminosity and a check that the left-right luminosity asymmetry is 
small. Events at larger angles from the beamline (> 200 mrad) are measured with 
the liquid argon calorimeter (LAC) [2.2.2.4]. 

To minimize systematic uncertainties in the LUM due to detector misalignment 
and the location of the interaction point, we employ a "gross-precise" method 
[2.2.2.5] which uses a larger fiducial region on one end of the detector than the 
other. The systematic error analysis of the luminosity measurement is conservative 
[2.2.2.6]. The total systematic uncertainty is 0.93%, which is composed of 0.88% 
experimental and 0.3% theoretical uncertainty. The integrated luminosity is C = 
385 ± 3 (stat) ± 4 (sys) n b _ 1 for the 1992 polarized SLC run and £ = 1781 ± 
5 (stat) ± 17 (sys) n b _ 1 for the 1993 SLC run. 

The efficiency for accepting wide angle e+e~ —* e+e~ events is found to be 
86.7% overall and 93% in the central region of the detector. Two small sources of 
contamination are e+e~ —* 77 (1.25%) and e+e~ —» T+T~ (0.28%). Other sources 
of contamination are all negligible. 

This analysis is based on 7926 accepted events in the wide-angle region and 
212,794 accepted events in the small-angle region. The asymmetry is defined as: 

A?f(\ cos*|) = -^-^(NL - NR)/(NL + NR), 

where NI(NR) is the number of events tagged with a left-(right-) handed elec
tron beam as a function of the | cos 9\, where 9 is the center-of-mass scattering 
angle for the e + e~ system after initial state radiation. The expected asymme
try (AeLJi (|cos0|)) is largest at cos 9 = 0, and may be approximately written as 
A\R (I cos#|)= At{\ — / / ( | cos 9\)), where ft(\ cos 9\) represents the t-channel con
tribution. For the region | cos#| < 0.7, < ft > ~ 0.12. The expected asymmetry is 
very small (~ 10~4) in the small angle region. 

To extract Tee and Ae, the data are fit to the differential e + e~ cross section 
using the maximum likelihood method. Two programs are used to calculate the 
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differential e + e ~ cross section: EXPOSTAR [2.2.2.7] and, as a cross check, DMIBA 
[2.2.2.8]. To extract the maximal amount of information from the differential po
larized Bhabha scattering distribution, the fit is performed over the entire angular 
region accepted by the LAC ( |cos#| < 0.98). No t-channel subtraction is per
formed. All ten lowest order terms in the cross section are included in the fit: the 
four pure s-channel and t-channel terms for photon and Z° exchange, and the six 
interference terms [2.2.2.9]. The fit also includes initial state radiation. Since the 
measurement is calorimetric it is insensitive to final state radiation. 

The partial width r e e is extracted from the data in two ways: (1) using the full 
fit to the differential cross section for | cos 8\ < 0.98, and (2) measuring the cross 
section in the central region (| cos#| < 0.6) where the systematic errors are smaller, 
yielding a more precise measurement. For the fits we use Mz = 91.187 G e V / c 2 

and Vz = 2.489 G e V / c 2 [2.2.2.10]. Figure 2.2.2.1 shows the fit to the full e + e - - • 
e + e ~ distribution. This fit has a x 2 = 51.6- for 39 degrees of freedom, yielding 
T e e = 83.14 ± 1.03 (stat) ± 1.95 (sys) MeV. 

A more precise determination of Tee was performed using only the central 
region of the LAC (| cos0| < 0.6) and the small angle region in the LUM [2.2.2.11]. 
The program MIBA [2.2.2.12] is then used to calculate r e e based on the total 
measured cross section within the defined fiducial region. From this method, we 
find: 

T e e = 82.89 ± 1.20 (stat) ± 0.89 (sys) MeV. 

To extract Ae from the Bhabha events, the right- and left-handed differential 
e + e ~ —• e +e~" cross sections are fit directly for ve and ae using EXPOSTAR. This 
yields 

Ae = 0.202 ± 0.038 (stat) ± 0.008 (sys). 

Figure 2.2.2.2 shows the measured left-right cross section asymmetry for e+e~ —+ 
e+e~ (Ae

L£ ( |cos#|)) compared to the fit. The fit shown in Figure 2.2.2.2 has a 
X 2 of 4.36 for 5 degrees of freedom. 

The results for Tee and A€ from above may now be used in equations (1) and 
(2) to extract the effective vector and axial vector couplings to the Z°: ve = 
-0 .0507±0.0096 (stat)±0.0020 (sys), ae = -0.4968±0.0039 (stat)±0.0027 (sys), 
where lower energy e + e ~ annihilation data have been utilized to assign |u e | < |ae|> 
and vee scattering data have been utilized to establish ve < 0 and ae < 0 [2.2.2.13]. 
Figure 2.2.2.3 shows the one standard deviation (68%) contour for these electron 
vector and axial vector coupling measurements. Most of the sensitivity to the 
electron vector coupling and, hence, sin20yy arises from the measurement of Ae, 
while the sensitivity to the axial vector coupling arises from Tee. Also shown are 
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standard model calculations using the program ZFITTER[2.2.2.14]. The effective 
electroweak mixing angle represented by these vector and axial vector couplings is: 

sin20$ = 0.2245 ± 0.0049 (stat) ± 0.0010 (sys). 

We reiterate that this measurement derives strictly from the Bhabha events. 
The SLD Collaboration obtains a more precise measurement of Ae from the 

left-right cross section asymmetry {ALB) measurement as described above[2.2.2.1]. 
Combining the Bhabha results with the 1993 SLD measurement of AIR gives: 

ve = -0.0414 ± 0.0020 ae = -0.4977 ± 0.0045, 

the most precise measurement of the electron vector coupling to the Z° published 
by a single experiment to date. The ve, ae contour including the ALR measurement 
is also shown in Figure 2.2.2.3, demonstrating the increased sensitivity in ve from 
AIR. Matt Langston is working on the update of this measurement with the 
1994-95 data. 

2.2.3 Heavy Quark Coupling Measurements 

The measurements of the Z° couplings to the fundamental fermions are an 
important part of the precision tests of the Standard Model (SM) of electroweak 
interactions. Possible new physics beyond the Standard Model may manifest them
selves through the radiative corrections to these couplings. The measurements of 
Z° couplings to heavy quarks are of especial interest due to the expected larger 
radiative correctons to the Z-qq vertex with q being a heavy quark, both within 
the Standard Model and from models beyond. 

The search for new physics can benefit from an unique set of precision mea
surements with enhanced sensitivity through the utilization of longitudinally po
larized electron beams at the SLC. In addition the small beam size at the SLC 
IP, {(Tx,av,az) « (2.5,0.8,700)/im, and the stability of the spot in time allows 
excellent identification and resolution of secondary decay vertices. These factors 
combined with the long time between beam crossings (8.3 msec) make the use of 
a high-precision CCD vertex detector possible. The CCD vertex detector (VXD) 
consists of 60 CCD ladders, 1.2 x 108 pixels altogether, with an inner radius of 
2.95 cm, and extending to a radius of 4.15 cm. (The local resolutions in r-(f> and z 
are 7 ^m and 8 /im, respectively.) The coverage is to | cos0| < 0.76. The efficiency 
of linking to central drift chamber tracks is > 95%. Using Z —* fi+n~ events, the 
impact parameter resolution of the system is found to be 11 ^m in the x-y plane 
and 37 /im for r-z. 
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The most precise SLD measurements of the X-qq vertex are from the left-right 
forward-backward asymmetries for b and c quarks, 

79 (ffLF ~ °LBY-(°RF ~'KB) 
F B (*IF + °IB) + (°9RF + °9RBY 

and from the b quark partial width, Rf, — T^/Thad' 
SLD has measured the left-right forward-backward asymmetries Aq

Fg for b and 
c quarks with several techniques. The parity violating parameters (Aj, and Ac) can 
be isolated from 

Ta i n\ ^ A 2 COS 8 
A"FB(cose) = V e A q T T ^ - 9 . 

The current analyses extract Ab and Ac using maxiumum likelihood techniques 
based on the Born-level differential cross section. The first technique is an improved 
self-calibrated analysis based on jet charge to distinguish b quark jets from anti-b 
quark jets. This method yields Ab = 0.843 ± 0.046 ± 0.051. A new analysis uses 
K+~ identified by the Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector for B/B discrimination, 
measuring a value of Ab = 0.91 ± 0.09 ± 0.09. A third method identifies leptons 
in hadronic decays and uses the lepton momentum and transverse momentum 
to classify the event, distinguishing between the quark and anti-quark from the 
lepton charge. This method yields Ab = 0.87 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 and Ac = 0.43 ± 
0.11 ±0.13. Finally Ac is measured from exclusive D*,D+ reconstruction through 
a combination of kinematic and decay length analysis. This technique results in 
Ac = 0.64 ±0.11 ±0.06. These values are all in good agreement with the Standard 
Model expectation of Ab = 0.94 and Ac — 0.67. The long term goal of SLD, with 
the vertex detector upgrade, is to measure Ab to a few percent in order to be 
sensitive to possible deviations from the Standard Model. 

Rb has been measured by SLD using several techniques. The most precise 
method uses a lifetime double tag that b-tags hemispheres with a 3D impact prob
ability tag. The preliminary result of this new analysis is: 

Rh = 0.2171 ± 0.004 ± 0.0037. 

With future data and the SLD vertex detector upgrade, the double tag method 
promises to yield a measurement of Rb accurate to about ^%. 

2.2.4 B Lifetimes 

Two techniques have been employed to extract the B lifetime, averaged over 
B+, B~, and B°. One is the standard impact parameter analysis, either based 
on the impact parameter distribution (r*) or using the distribution of the sum of 
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impact parameters in each event (r^ *). The other is to use reconstructed vertices 
in three dimensions. The results from these methods are: 

T/ = 1.617 ± 0.048 ± 0.086 ps 
rf* = 1.627 ± 0.054 ± 0.132 ps 
r / = 1.564 ± 0.030 ± 0.036 ps. 

The lifetimes of 5 ° and B+ mesons have been measured using two new tech
niques. The first analysis identifies semileptonic decays of B mesons and recon
structs the B meson decay length and charge by vertexing the lepton with a par
tially reconstructed D meson. The second analysis uses a 2D impact parameter 
tag with topological vertex reconstruction. The maximum likelihood fits give: 

Measurement Semileptonic Topological 
Tffo 1.60iS;15±0.10p« 1.55 ± 0.07 ± 0.12 ps 
TB+ 1.49±8:1J ± 0.05 ps 1.67 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 ps 

TB+/TB° OMtUt ± 0.07 1.08^ 9

0 8 ±0.10 

2.2.5 QCD Physics 
2.2.5.1. Multiplicity Distributions and Moments 
Oregon graduate student Jingchen Zhou has been studying charged-particle 

multiplicity distributions in SLD. Various moments of the multiplicity distribution 
have received much theoretical attention in recent years. The factorial moments 
have been linked to the degree to which QCD parton cascades have self-similar evo
lution. More recently, the ratio of cumulant to factorial moments (Hq) have been 
calculated within the framework of higher-order perturbative QCD. This allows, 
for the first time, the possibility to compare experimental multiplicity distributions 
to the dynamics of perturbative QCD. 

Jingchen presented a preliminary version of this work for the 1994 Albuquerque 
DPF meeting. Since then, the work has been refined. In particular, experimental 
corrections and systematic errors have been properly evaluated. The complete 
result was presented at the EPS meeting in Belgium in Summer 1995 as part 
of the SLD QCD presentation, and a journal submission, probably to PRL, is 
currently under review by SLD. These results are summarized below. In addition 
to this work, Jingchen plans to include in his dissertation the first complete SLD 
study of the absolute tracking efficiency. (The work below depends primarily on 
the multiplicity-dependence of the efficiency.) 
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Recent theoretical work [2.2.5.1- 2.2.5.4] in perturbative QCD gluondynam-
ics has led to introduction of the quantity Hq, the ratio of factorial to cumulant 
moments of rank q. The factorial moment of rank q is defined as 

„ _ < n ( n - l ) . . . ( n - < ? + ! )> 

where n is the number of particles in a hadronic event, and < n > is the average 
multiplicity in the event sample. The cumulant moments Kq are related to the Fq 

by 

q-\ 
Fq = 2_j Cq-lKq—mFm, 

m=0 

where Cq

r!_1 = mt}qZjLi)i are the binomial coefficients, and FQ = F\ = K\ = 1. 

The use of Hq to compare with the SLD charged-particle data is dictated by two 
points: It is calcuable to higher orders in pQCD, and because it is quite sensitive 
to the shape of the multiplicity distribution. Figure 2.2.5.1 indicates the behavior 
of Hg for pQCD partons as higher orders in the calculation are included, beginning 
with the leading double logarithmic approximation (DLA), with next-to-leading 
corrections (NLA) included, and finally with next-to-next-to-leading corrections 
(NNLA) included. With the inclusion of higher orders, pQCD predicts the quali
tative features of a negative minimum followed by quasi-oscillatory behavior. The 
location of the minimum at qmin w 5 is a simple function of as. 

Figure 2.2.5.2 gives the corrected charged-particle multiplicity distribution as 
measured by SLD. The curves marked NBD and LND are phenomenological dis
tributions (negative binomial and log-normal, respectively) which have often been 
used to model multiplicity data. Figure 2.2.5.3 shows the SLD data (points with 
error bars) for Hq. The important point is that the data closely resembles the ex
pectation from higher-order pQCD given in Fig. 2.2.5.1, with qmin « 5 followed by 
quasi-oscillations. It is remarkable that a prediction for parton-level gluondynam-
ics would be able to predict the behavior of multiplicity fluctuations of measured 
hadrons. This indicates that Hq is a measure of the underlying dynamics of QCD. 
The phenomenological distributions (NBD and LND) are also given in the figure 
for comparison. 
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2.2.5.2. Calorimetric Measurement of Jet Distributions 
in e+e~ —• three — jets 

Hyun Hwang (of Oregon) developed a calorimetric measurement of the jet dis
tributions of three jet events in the SLD data for his Ph.D. thesis. The distributions 
of jet energy and the three orientation angles of the jet plane were found to agree 
well with expectations from perturbative QCD (see Figure 2.2.5.4). The data has 
also been compared with models of scalar and tensor gluon production, and the 
limits on the relative contributions of these to three-jet production has been deter
mined. (The calculation of distributions expected for tensor gluons were provided 
by T. Rizzo.) This study is the first comparison with a tensor gluon calculation. 
A publication based on this work is in progress. 

2.3 CCD Vertex Detector Upgrade for SLD 

The SLD experiment was approved by the SLAC Director for an upgraded 
CCD vertex detector (VXD3) on March 30, 1994, following the EPAC final review -
of the SLD proposal for the upgrade and a multi-year extended run. The VXD3 
is illustrated and compared geometrically with the original SLD vertex detector 
(VXD2) in Figure 2.3.1. Jim Brau of the Oregon group serves as project manager 
for this upgrade and was in residence at SLAC for the 1994-95 academic year. SLD 
has been approved so far to run into 1998, when the the B factory is expected to 
be ready for physics. This approval is based on the exceptional physics reach of 
SLD in two particular areas: 

1. measurement of the left-right asymmetry, AIR, and 

2. B-physics with a polarized beam and a pixel vertex detector. 

The excellent vertex detection provided by the SLD pixel vertex detector, close 
in, with small SLD beam spots, gives SLD an outstanding ability to tag quark 
flavor. The upgrade vertex detector (VXD3) has exceptional performance provided 
by very thin ladders (~ 0A%/layer) and good distances from inner layer to outer 
layer (~ 2cm), resulting in impact parameter resolutions that can be parametrized 
as: 

29 
<rA-y(/xm) = 9 e r-

psm*8 
29 

°Rz(f*™) = 14 0 ——r-
psm 30 

These resolutions are compared to the resolution of the original SLD vertex detector 
(VXD2) measured with data in Figure 2.3.2. They represent an unprecedented 
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precision for low momentum tracks and will have a significant impact on the ability 
to separate charm vertices. The anamolous value of i?j observed at LEP may 
suffer from the difficulty of the charm measurement, which VXD3 should help to 
resolve. Perhaps most significantly, SLD will be able to look at B — B mixing 
with enough data. Polarized Z's yield a measurement of the time development of 
Bd with ~ 10 5 Z's, which SLD now has. This analysis is in progress. With a few 
hundred thousand Z's SLD will get a first look at Ba mixing, and can do accurate 
measurements to a few percent of B3 mixing with half a million Z's. The very 
good vertex resolution of SLD gives sensitivity to x, = ^£- up to ~ 15-20. This is 
something SLD can do particularly well since the resolution in proper time depends 
on the decay length measurement (which SLD gets to ±5%) and the measurement 
of the B° momentum (±10% for SLD). The b-track tagging, which VXD3 does 
exceptionally well, is critical in achieving a good B° momentum measurement. 

The successful operation of VXD2 in SLD for the past three years is a solid 
validation of our choice of a CCD-based pixel vertex detector as best suited to the 
special SLC beam environment. The experience with VXD2 has answered the fun
damental questions about the mechanical stability, hit efficiency, and resolution 
capabilities associated with a CCD-based pixel vertex detector. VXD2 has the 
world's best capability in many performance criteria. Nevertheless, due to the lim
itations of technology at the time of designing VXD2, limited resources, stringent._. 
time schedule, and some conservatism necessarily attached to a pioneering design, 
some aspects of the performance are compromised. The upgrade to VXD3 will 
significantly improve performance and open new, exciting possibilities for physics 
at SLD. 

In addition to its other contributions, the Oregon group has had a very signif
icant role in the new VXD3 electronics, where Nikolai Sinev has devoted a large 
fraction of his effort. 

VXD2 has 4 barrels of loosely spaced ladders with barrel-2 ladders covering the 
<f> gaps of barrel-1, and barrel-4 ladders covering the <f> gaps of barrel-3 (see Figure 
2.3.3). Thus the detector provides only 2-hit coverage for most of the azimuthal 
region, with about 30% of the tracks having 3 or more hits. In our standard 
analysis, tracks are extrapolated from the central drift chamber (CDC) into the 
VXD to search for associated hits and form linked tracks. A fairly high linking 
efficiency of «95% is achieved and the Monte Carlo represents the data reasonably 
well. However, the probability of finding a pair of background hits on different 
layers faking a good hit vector for the nominal 2 hit layer geometry of VXD2 is not 
negligible and this accounts for most of the mislinking. Mislinked tracks typically 
introduce very long tails that generally spoil the stability of measurement results 
thus worsening the systematics. It is therefore highly desirable to have a full 3-
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layer hit coverage to clean up the pattern recognition. Figure 2.3.3. illustrates 
the resulting advantage for VXD3. A 3-layer detector of course also gives a fairly 
comfortable fall back position in case of any CCD/ladder failure. The availability of 
large area CCDs at present allows a simplified ladder design using only two CCDs 
covering the entire length of the ladder. Each barrel provides complete azimuthal 
coverage, as a result of the 'shingled' structure between ladders. 

The present VXD2 ladders have a half active length of 46 mm. The outer
most layer is at a radius of 41 mm, thus providing a cos0 coverage for 2 hits only 
up to 0.75. With the VXD tracking coverage extended to a cos 9 of 0.85 with 
a longer VXD3 ladder active length 20% more events can be used for all vertex 
detector related analyses. In some important physics cases, the extra solid angle 
has much more significance than the simple 20% gain in event rate. The highly 
polarized SLC electron beam produces Z° events with final state fermions having 
large forward-backward asymmetries correlated to the beam polarization handed
ness. One sensitive application of the polarized forward-backward asymmetry is 
its use as a tag to distinguish the initial production of quark or anti-quark for the 
B — B mixing measurements. 

The choice of cos 9ma% = 0.85 was made to provide the best matching to CDC 
coverage, which is necessary for VXD linking, thus providing uniform tracking over 
the whole sensitive cos $ region up to 0.85. The practicality of this has only been 
realized by advances in technology during the last 6 years, with the emergence of 
large area custom design CCDs at high yield and lower cost, and improvements 
in ceramic manufacturing technology. The VXD3 design employs two 8-cm-long 
CCDs per ladder, one on each side, for a full active length of 159 mm. Spatial 
resolution deterioration at the ends of the ladder is not an issue thanks to the very 
thin active EPI silicon layer of 20 pm on the CCDs. 

Besides solid angle coverage, the track impact parameter resolution near the 
IP is the other driving consideration behind the detector geometry layout. The 
best way to improve the impact parameter resolution and coverage is to reduce 
the beampipe radius. However, VXD2 already has an inner beampipe radius of 
25 mm. By moving the upgrade beampipe inner radius to 23.5 mm, a layer-1 
radius of 28.40 mm is possible. Then the outer radius is chosen as a compromise 
between maximizing the lever arm of the tracking for improved impact parameter 
resolution, and maximizing the solid angle coverage with the 8-cm-long CCDs. We 
therefore selected a layer-3 radius of 48.26 mm to achieve the desired solid angle 
coverage, to cos 6 = 0.85. Another major contribution to the impact parameter 
resolution is multiple scattering at low and intermediate track momentum. By 
using a beryllium-flex circuit laminate as the motherboard, and thinning the CCDs 
to less than 200 //m, the material radiation length for a VXD3 ladder is reduced 
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to ~0.4%. As the VXD2 beam background hit pulse height distribution does not 
show a dominant contribution from very soft photons that the 100 /zm titanium 
liner on the existing beampipe inner surface is designed to absorb, the thickness 
of the Ti liner can be halved. A similarly motivated reduction of the beryllium 
beampipe thickness from 1 mm to 0.75 mm is felt to be mechanically acceptable. 

The major improvements in impact parameter resolution expected from VXD3 
compared to VXD2 can be summarized as follows: 

1. the lengthening of the lever-arm and the reduction of detector material im
prove both x-y and r-z impact parameter resolution by «75% compared to 
VXD2 at low momentum. 

2. the lengthening of lever-arm improves the r-z impact parameter resolution by 
a factor of 2 at high momentum. The dependence on CDC ^-angle measure
ment has also been reduced for the high momentum x-y impact parameter 
resolution, making VXD3 closer to a standalone detector for impact param
eter resolution with the global alignment between CDC and VXD becoming 
less critical. 

3. The shingled VXD3 barrel layout gives a more efficient and uniform <f> cov
erage such that the average inner hit radii are reduced compared to VXD2 
and also avoids the problem of large hit pattern lever-arm variation around 
<j> as in VXD2. 

4. The VXD3 layout is such that in case one hit is lost the resulting lever arm 
is still better than that achievable with a fully efficient two-layer VXD2. 

The VXD3 project involved the parallel development and procurement of the 
80 millimeter CCDs, the development and fabrication of the 21 centimeter ladders, 
the development and procurement of new electronics, the fabrication of a new 
beryllium support structure, a new cryostat, and significant modification of the 
R20 structure and its associated shielding, as well as the fabrication of a new 
beryllium beampipe. Excellent progress has been achieved on all aspects of the 
project. 

The vertex detector upgrade budget and schedule were set after a careful anal
ysis of the SLD experience with the development of the first SLD CCD vertex 
detector, VXD2, and the original development of the R20 module (which contains 
the vertex detector and inner masks and supports), as well as its installation, and 
commissioning. While recognizing that the project was extremely aggressive, a 
very strong team of collaborators was assembled and the experience from VXD2 
was applied through the new participants. 
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The collaborators on the VXD3 project are: 

Brunei University 

S. Watts, A. McKemey, N. Allen, P. Dervan, 

Colorado State University 

J. Harton, M. Smy 

Univ. of Massachusetts 

S. Hertzbach, R. Kofler, M. Strauss, A. Trandafir 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

P. Burrows, D. Dong, H. Kendall, V. Lia, L. Osborne, F. Taylor, R. Verdier 

Moscow State University 

G. Bashindzhagyan, D. Karmanov, M. Merkin 

Univ. of Oregon 

A. Arodzero, J. Brau (project manager), R. Frey, J. Huber, N. Sinev 

Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory 

C. Damerell, A. Gillman, D. Jackson, G. Tappern, L. Lintern, R. English 

SLAC 

M. Breidenbach, G. Crawford, J. Jaros, Su Dong, G. Haller, J. Hoeflich, K. 
Skarpaas VIII 

Univ. of Wisconsin 

G. Zapalac, V. Serbo 

Yale University 

C. Baltay, G. Grigoryev, S. Manly, J. Snyder, W. Emmet, J. Sinnott, A. 
Wandersee 

Tohoku University 

H. Yuta, K. Abe, F. Suekane, T. Nagamine, K. Hasuko 
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The institutional assignments of responsibility are: 

CCD specification, design, manufacture RAL, SLAC 
Electronics SLAC, Oregon 
Ladder motherboards SLAC, Oregon 
Ladder and Annulus Block Assembly Yale 
Final Assembly Yale 
Inner and Outer Striplines SLAC 
Ladder and Detector Survey MIT 
Beamline elements and modifications SLAC, Oregon 
Inner Cart Fabrication SLAC, Oregon 
Cryostat RAL 
Inner Cryostat Pipes RAL 
Capacitive Position Monitor MIT 
Inner Electronics Support and Cooling Oregon 
R20 Assembly SLAC, UMass, 

VXD3 Collaboration 
Online Software Collaboration 
Offline Software Collaboration 

The CCD's themselves are clearly the most critical element of the project. A 
prototype order (phase I) was placed on April 14, 1994, and the prototypes were 
delivered beginning in February, 1995. The Production CCDs were ordered in 
April, 1995, and delivery of production devices began in September, 1995. The 
CCDs are n-buried channel devices fabricated on p-type epitaxial layer and having 
a p + substrate. They are operated in a full-frame readout mode. The substrate 
resistivity is specified to be less than 20 x 10~ 3 fi-cm to maintain short carrier 
lifetimes. The epitaxial layer is 18 — 22 microns thick with a resistivity of ~ 20 fi-
cm for adequate diffusion length, optimal diffusion/drift ratio, and clean high rate 
clocking. The pixel sizes are 20 //m x 20 /xm. The readout registers operate on two-
phase clocking and the imaging area on three-phase. There are 4 readout nodes, 
one on each corner of the device. As this is written (October, 1995), 40 production 
ladders (each supporting two CCDs) of the 48 required for VXD3 have been shipped 
to SLAC. Acceptance testing of these ladders is being done at 190K in the SLAC 
test fixture, with the VXD3 electronics. Nikolai Sinev of the Oregon group was 
the principal person responsible for setting up the CCD test facility at SLAC. This 
facility is now used by a team of SLD physicists to test incoming ladders, but 
Nikolai remains the primary expert on the system and on CCD performance. 

The other critical components, including the beryllium support structure and 
the beryllium beampipe, have been received. The SLD Collaboration is on track 
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to install the vertex detector into SLD in time for the next SLD run, scheduled to 
being in January, 1996. 

2.4 SLD Luminosi ty Monitor Operat ion and Analys i s 

The SLD. Collaboration pioneered the use of silicon-tungston calorimetry in 
luminosity monitors for collider experiments. The SLD luminosity monitor, built 
at Oregon, was installed into SLD in 1991. It has operated very successfully since 
that time, being maintained by University of Oregon group members in residence 
at SLAC (Cary Zeitlin, Kevin Pitts , Jennifer Huber, and Matt Langston). Based 
on its early success, OPAL and ALEPH at LEP have also now installed systems 
employing silicon-tungston calorimeters. 

The LUM operated successfully during the recent 1994-95 SLD run. The overall 
performance of the LUM was excellent, with no major hardware problems. There 
were, however, a few minor electronics problems which must be accounted for in 
calculating the absolute normalizing luminosity. These different parts of the run 
are characterized below. 

The luminosity calculation uses a technique known as the "gross/precise" 
method to help reduce the systematic error on the luminosity measurement. This 
technique defines and uses an "effective cross section" which is defined by the 
LUM's acceptance region. Since different hardware configurations have unique 
acceptance regions, one must make a separate luminosity calculation for each con
figuration of the hardware. For the purpose of calculating the absolute normalizing 
luminosity for the 1994-95 run it is necessary to divide the run into two "epochs", 
where each "epoch" is characterized by a particular configuration of the hardware. 

The first epoch represents approximately the first 20% of the luminosity logged 
by SLD during the 1994-95 run. The North LUM module performed exceptionally 
well with no problems whatsoever. The South LUM module operated with 3 dis
connected and 1 dead preamp channels (out of a total of 320 preamp channels). 
Additionally, a small region of the South silicon detectors (about l /10th) were op
erated without bias voltage due to a loose bias voltage board. These effects are well 
modeled by the monte carlo, which predicts an "effective cross section" of 60.42 
nb for Bhabha scattering into the LUM. Using the gross/precise method, the lumi
nosity logged by SLD during this epoch is measured to be 0.7556 ± 0.0035(stat.) 
± 0.0057(sys.) pb~l. 

The second epoch represents the remainder of the run (80% of the luminosity 
logged by SLD for the 1994-95 run). The North LUM module again performed 
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exceptionally well with no major problems, with the exception of a few days (about 
1.5% of the luminosity) of "noisy" running which is discussed separately below. 
The South LUM module operated with only 1 dead.preamp channel. The original 
problem of the unbiased silicon in the south module was fixed for this period of 
the run, but a faulty cable (which was 'masked by the earlier problem with the 
loose bias voltage board) prevented an even smaller region of the South silicon 
detectors (about l/20th) from operating with bias voltage. Again these effects are 
successfully modeled with the Monte Carlo, which predicts an effective cross section 
of 66.75 nb for Bhabha scattering into the LUM. Using the gross/precise method, 
the luminosity logged by SLD during this epoch (not including the aforementioned 
noise period) is measured to be 2.8811 ± 0.0064(stat.) ± 0.0219(sys.) pb~x. 

The 1.5% of the luminosity logged by SLD during the LUM noise period repre
sented such a small fraction of the total luminosity that for convenience the same 
effective cross section was used as for the second epoch (since the hardware config
urations are the same for the two periods), but a larger systematic error is assigned 
to the noise period. The effect the noise had on the LUM which affects the lu
minosity calculation was due to channels being taken out of the data acquisition 
system due to some channels failing to calibrate properly. For convenience, and to 
be conservative, the worst calibration taken during this period is used to represent 
the entire noise period. This calibration effectively reduced the LUM's overall ef
fective cross section to about the cross section of the first epoch. Since the cross 
section for the first epoch is 9% lower than the cross section for the second epoch, 
we conservatively estimate a 10% systematic error for the luminosity measurement 
of the noise period. Using the gross/precise method, an effective cross section of 
66.75 nb and a 10% systematic error, the luminosity logged by SLD during the 
noise period is measured to be 0.0619 ± 0.0009(stat.) ± 0.0062(sys.) pb'1. 

Combining these three separate luminosity measurements, the absolute normal
izing luminosity logged by SLD during the 1994-95 run is measured to be 3.6987 
± 0.0074(stat.) ± 0.0283(sys.) pb~l. 

In concert with the SLD vertex detector upgrade, we have, undertaken some 
improvements of the luminosity monitor. The luminosity monitor was removed 
from SLD in March, 1995, in preparation for the installation of the new vertex 
detector. The electronics boards were refurbished and cleaned up. A new set of 
cables, employing kapton flex circuits, have been fabricated and will be installed for 
the 1996 run. Since the medium angle silicon calorimeter is being removed in the 
future runs of SLD, and since it has shared electronics with the luminosity monitor, 
the available readout channels to the luminosity monitor nearly doubled. The new 
kapton flex circuits have been configured to increase the longitudinal segmentation 
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in the luminosity monitor readout to four (for the previous two), which is expected 
to improve background rejection for the Bhabhas at the smallest angles of the 
luminosity monitor. These Bhabhas have been rejected in the past, but the plan 
is to try to use the new sigmentation to clean them up and significantly improve 
the on-line counting rate for Bhabhas (by a factor of 2). This will also protect the 
performance of the luminosity monitor from the occasional dead channel. 

2.5 Compton Polarimetry Upgrades 

During 1995 the Oregon group has been involved in an effort to upgrade the 
SLC electron beam polarization measurement for the 1996 run and beyond. Oregon 
is building a new gas Cherenkov counter to be placed in the SLC south Final 
Focus. It will analyze the Compton-scattered photons produced by the same laser-
electron interactions which are presently used to measure beam polarization via the 
Compton-scattered electrons. This upgrade was put before SLD by R. Frey and 
approved in July 1995. It involves a relatively modest monetary commitment and 
a moderate amount of additional effort. This new Cherenkov Polarization Gamma 
Counter (PGC) will measure the longitudinal component of beam polarization (as 
is the case with the existing polarimeter) but with quite different systematics. 
The PGC will be joined by a new quartz-fiber detector being built by Tennessee 
and Mississippi, which will be able to measure the transverse polarization, which 
nominally is zero. The PGC effort is largely being carried out by Frey and R.C. 
Field of SLAC. The implementation of the detector requires a prior calibration in 
a test beam, scheduled for January 1996. The detector itself is being fabricated by 
the Oregon mechanical shop. Below we discuss the motivation for the PGC, the 
physics of the measurement, and the plans for its implementation. 

Beginning in 1996 SLD begins the first phase of its extended running with po
larized beam at the SLC, with the goal of recording 5 x 105 Z events. The Am 
measurement, discussed in Section 2.2.1, already provides the single best measure
ment of the electroweak mixing angle. Recently LEP has discontinued running at 
the Z° resonance. During the next few years SLD will have the opportunity to 
make the "archival" measurement of sin 2 6$ and should provide a degree of exper
imental control commensurate with this. As shown in Section 2.2.1, the AIR error 
is statistics limited, with the dominant systematic being due to the polarization 
measurement. To good approximation this is 

where the polarization error in the second term is presently approaching 0.5%. 
This level of systematic error should be acceptable for the duration of SLD run-
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ning. However, the measurement is provided by a single detector, for which the 
physical polarization scale has never been checked at a level of accuracy approach
ing 1%. During 1992 and 1993, Moller polarimetry was employed to spot-check the 
polarization. However, this technique has relatively poor systematics ( « 3%) due 
to intrinsic uncertainties associated with Moller targets, as discussed in Ref. 2.5.1. 
Of course, these systematics are avoided with Compton scattering of the elctron 
beam with a well-measured and readily controlled laser system. The present mea
surement with the Compton electrons is depicted in Fig. 2.2.1.5 and is discussed in 
that section. It makes use a strong dipole magnet, actually an element of the SLC 
Final Focus lattice, to momentum analyze the Compton-scattered electrons. The 
electrons shower in lead radiator in front of the segmented counter, and the signal 
is recorded by channel position. Hence, this detector measures the energy depen
dence of the Compton cross section, actually the polarization asymmetry of the 
cross section, but the measurement must provide the distance-energy relationship. 

On the other hand, for the measurement of the Compton-scattered photons, 
such separation by energy is not possible, as each Compton event consists of a 
few thousand photons over a broad energy spectrum (see below). In this case 
one measures the total energy asymmetry, and the calibration is provided by an 
external determination (test beam) of the detector energy response. Hence, the 
systematics are quite different in this case. The common systematic results from 
the knowledge of the laser polarization. However, this is a very well measured and 
well understood system, providing a steady photon polarization in excess of 99%. 

Figure 2.5.1 shows the Compton cross section as a function of the ratio of the 
scattered photon energy to its maximum value: p = Ey/EmiiX. Emax = 28 GeV is 
determined by the beam energy and photon energy (2.3 eV). The cross section is 
plotted separately for the two e-y spin combinations, j = 1/2 and j = 3/2. Note 
that the spin aligned-anti-aligned cross section asymmetry, 

<r(3/2)-<r(l/2) 
" <r(3/2) + <r(l/2)' 

increases rapidly near p = 1. Hence, measurement of the higher-energy photons 
will be most important. 

The PGC will measure the energy asymmetry of Compton photons. The Comp
ton cross section can be written 

<rc{p) = ao(p) ± <ri(p) 

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to j = 3/2 (j = 1/2). The cross section 
asymmetry at fixed p is then O-I/CTQ- For fully polarized electron and photon beams, 
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the energy asymmetry is equal to the analyzing power, a, where 

Jo P°\{p)R{p)dp a = — 
Jo pMp)R{p)dp 

where R(p) is the detector response function. If the detector measures an energy 
asymmetry Am with electron and photon beam polarizations Ve and Vy, respec
tively, then this is related to the analyzing power by 

Am = VeV^a 

The Compton cross section is accurately known, and the laser polarization is well 
measured. Hence, once the response function R(p) is determined, then the electron 
beam polarization can be extracted. For R — 1, the analyzing power is a = 0.17. 
For the PGC, the Compton photons will be converted by a lead radiator, and the 
showered pairs will be measured by the Cherenkov detector. (A rough assembly 
drawing of the PGC is shown in Fig. 2.5.2.) Hence, the detector response increases 
with photon energy, making an analyzing power in excess of 17% possible. 

The principle of the PGC has been demonstrated with data taken during the 
latter part of the 1994-95 SLC run with an existing detector, the beamstrahlung 
monitor [2.5.2] (BSM), which sits physically in the same location as will the PGC. 
The BSM is also a gas Cherenkov device, but is designed to measure beamstrahlung 
[2.5.3] from the colliding electron and positron beams, and has a different optimiza
tion than does the PGC. (The BSM itself will be replaced for the 1996 run by a 
new, more compact Cherenkov detector.) The primary reason for the extensive use 
of Cherenkov counters for the various detectors in this location in the Final Focus 
is due to the huge low-energy backgrounds, mostly due to synchrotron radiation or 
compton scatters initiated by synchrotron photons. The bend magnet depicted in 
Fig. 2.2.1.5 produces a sychrotron spectrum for the outgoing electron beam with 
critical energy « 1 MeV. The total number of photons per bunch is 0(1O 1 2 ) . On 
the other hand, ethylene gas has a Cherenkov threshold of 

13.8 MeV/c 
y/P{Atm) 

which even at a pressure of 1 Atm reduces the synchrotron background to negligible 
levels. (Ethylene is chosen because it is non-scintillating and has an acceptable 
refractive index.) 

For the test with in 1995, the gain of the BSM photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
was increased substantially, lead was inserted in front of its acceptance to convert 
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the Compton photons, and the SLC was run with only electron beam. The table 
below summarizes some of this data taken for various values of lead thickness and 
gas pressure. The pulse height distributions for one of these runs is given in Fig. 
2.5.3. The upper distribution is with laser off, hence this is the background (plus 
pedestal). It is gaussian, very stable, and was found not to change with Cherenkov 
pressure. Therefore it was almost certainly due to scattered synchrotron radiation 
interacting near the PMT. This background was later virtually eliminated by beam 
re-steering. The middle plot is for laser on and beam polarization predominantly 
j = 3/2, while the bottom plot is for j — 1/2. A clear asymmetry is visible. 

la ible l.b 1. bumrr lary ot some oom Hon/BbM test runs. 
Run Pb(») P ("Kg) Laser On (ADC) Laser Off (ADC) Asym 

180167 1.0 -25 191 172 0.121(7) 

180171 0.5 -25 279 267 0.092(12) 

180173 0.5 -25 277 262 0.082(17) 

180174 0.5 -20 290 266 0.085(7) 

180175 0.5 -15 303 265 0.082(5) 

180178 0 -15 617 617 0 

A detailed monte carlo program was written by R. Frey to simulate the Comp-
ton data in this test with the BSM. Figure 2.5.4 summarizes the analyzing power 
derived from the test data with that expected in the simulation as a function of lead 
radiator thickness. The agreement is good. This gives a "first-order" indication 
that it may indeed be possible to understand the PGC analyzing power, actually 
a simpler detector than the BSM, at the required level. We also see in Fig. 2.5.4 
the hardening of the response function with increasing lead thickness, as discussed 
above, with clear evidence for analyzing powers in excess of 17%. 

The PGC beam test is scheduled for January 1996, which is when the Final 
Focus Test Beam (FFTB) facility at SLAC is first available as a user test beam. 
The momentum and particle flux ranges available at FFTB are a good match for 
what is required to determine the P G C response function. Other members of the 
Oregon group will help prepare and man the test beam run. The SLC/SLD run 
will also be in progress at this time. After completion of the beam test, the PGC 
will be installed in the SLC at the first access opportunity. 

The PGC is mechanically quite simple to make and the electonics and readout 
is simple, inexpensive, and compatible with that employed by the existing electron 
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Compton polarimeter. The table below was prepared for SLD management as part 
of the PGC approval process. 

Table 2.5.2. PGC cost estimates. 

Item est. cost (k$) cost to SLD (k$) Comment 

counter fabrication 2.5 0 provided by Oregon 

counter assembly 1.5 0 provided by Field tech. 

ADC 0 0 see Note 1 below 

PMT 0.5 0.5 base made by Field tech. 

cables (not instl.) 0.1 0.1 1 RG214, 1 HV 

HV supply 0.5 0.5 remote control/readout 

in situ calibration 0.5 0.5 see Note 2 below 

gas system 0.5 0.5 see Note 3 below 

Pb movers L0 1.0 two required 

optical attenuator 0.7 0.7 mover included 

TOTAL 7.8 3.8 

Note 1. One channel required. We plan to use a currently unused channel of LRS 
2249W from the LBL detector. 

Note 2. We plan to extend by one channel the laser plus fiber system to be 
implemented for the LBL detector for the 1996 run. We may also use a small 
scintillator, excited by radioactive source, placed directly on the PMT face. 

Note 3. The ethylene gas system for the present south BSM counter can be modified 
to service both this detector and the new counter which will replace the BSM. Gas 
supply, flow valves, and tubing exists. Cost is for conversion from sub-atmospheric 
to atmospheric regulation, output bubbler, gas fittings, etc. 

The fabrication costs at Oregon are to come entirely from University shop credits. 
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3. OPAL 

Since joining the OPAL collaboration four years ago, the University of Oregon 
group has concentrated on the construction of a new silicon-tungsten luminosity 
monitor and the subsequent luminosity determination. This new luminosity moni
tor was designed to measure the LEP luminosity to better than 1/1000. The 1/1000 
goal was chosen to be commensurate with the expected statistical and systematic 
errors on the measured number of Z° leptonic and hadronic decays. By reducing 
systematic error on the luminosity it is possible to make improved measurements 
of the Z° line shape parameters. 

The OPAL silicon-tungsten luminosity monitor upgrade was approved by the 
LEPC [3.0.1] in the fall of 1991. A prototype silicon-tungsten calorimeter was 
tested using the CERN SPS in the following summer. In spring of 1993 the new 
monitor, which consists of two highly segmented silicon-tungsten calorimeters, was 
installed. The new detector was commissioned fully by the start of the 1993 LEP 
energy scan and was used to determine the relative and absolute luminosity. By 
exploiting the new precision detector the experimental error on the absolute lu
minosity was reduced to below 1/1000. The OPAL luminosity determination is 
currently the most precise one at LEP. 

The OPAL effort at Oregon consists of faculty member David Strom and grad
uate student Wen-Ping Lai, who has been resident at CERN since the summer of 
1994. 

In the following we first discuss the performance of the LEP machine in the 
1993, 1994, and 1995 runs. Next, the OPAL results from measurements of the 
Z° line shape, with emphasis on the determination of the invisible width of the 
Z°, are presented. This is followed by some discussion of the OPAL luminosity 
determination. Finally, we briefly discuss an analysis of the energy spread of the 
LEP machine. 

3.1 LEP Performance 

From the start of Z° physics at LEP in 1989, various improvements to the LEP 
machine and reliability have allowed the experiments to record large samples of Z° 
decays. In 1993, the first year in which the new OPAL luminometer was installed, 
stable running with the 8 bunches in the Pretzel scheme was achieved. This allowed 
significant data to be collected off-peak. Although no major physical improvements 
to the LEP machine were made for the 1994 run, improvements in the reliability 
and the understanding of the machine optics led to record luminosities. In 1995, 
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the LEP machine began operating in "bunch train" mode in preparation for LEP-
II operation. This mode of operation is thought to be essential for high luminosity 
run at energies higher than the Z°. Much of the 1995 running has been devoted to 
understanding how to efficiently run LEP with bunch trains. The goal of the 1995 
LEP I run was to at least match the off-peak luminosity of the 1993 run so that 
the errors on the mass and total width of the Z° can be reduced. The integrated 
luminosity and number of Z° decays recorded by the OPAL experiment at LEP is 
shown in the following table. 

Table 3.1 Summary of OPAL integrated luminosity. (*Includes taken 
up to the end of the 1995 LEP I run.) 

Year Hadronic Z° decays Integrated luminosity (pb *) 
1989 29k 1.3 
1990 147k 6.8 
1991 345k 14.0 
1992 766k 25.1 
1993 703k 33.3 
1994 1711k 58.0 
1995* 729K 34.5 

The emphasis of the 1993 and 1995 run were to make definitive measurements 
of the Z° mass and width. As a result the number of Z° decays recorded in 1993 
and 1995 was reduced somewhat because of the large amount of data recorded off 
peak and because some time has been devoted to the machine physics needed for 
establishing the energy scale of the machine. By frequently measuring the energy of 
the machine with polarization runs and by carefully logging the information about 
the operation of the machine the systematic errors on the Z° mass and width due 
to energy scale of the LEP machine have been improved from our previous results. 
For individual calibration runs, the energy of the LEP machine was determined to 
approximately 1 MeV [3.1.1]. Extrapolation of these energy calibrations to other 
times results in systematic errors of 1.5 MeV on the Z° mass and 1.7 MeV on the Z° 
width for the 1993 data. Similar or better energy calibration results are expected 
for the 1995 data. 

The 1994 running was on the Z° peak. The additional statistics gathered here 
help us to improve our measurement of the leptonic forward-backward asymme-
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tries, the ratio of hadronic to leptonic decays, Rz, and the ratio of invisible (neu
trino) to leptonic decays, T-mv/Ti+i-. Other important OPAL analyses, such as the 
determination of T^/Tz, also benefit from the increased statistics. 

3.2 Electroweak Results 

The most recent electroweak results from OPAL are briefly summarized here. 
The analysis is described in detail in reference [3.2.1]. Additional details of the 
luminosity analysis are given below, in section 3.3. The most recent electroweak 
results from the four LEP experiments can be found in reference [3.2.2]. 

Figure 3.2.1 shows the measured cross sections as function of energy for e+e~ —*• 
hadrons. Figure 3.2.2 shows +*-e r e c + e fi+H e + e" T+T , and e + e +--

the forward backward asymmetries for the three leptonic decay modes of the Z°. 
These data can be used to determine, Mz, tfh^, Ru and Apg6 where Ru = p h t d 

This parameter set is shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 OPAL lineshape results. The Standard Model predictions 
are obtained using M t = 150 GeV, M H = 300 GeV and as = 0.12. The 
error on the Standard Model predictions allow for variations in value of 
M t and M H of 50 < Mt(GeV) < 230 and 60 < M H (GeV) < 1000. 

Without Lepton With Lepton SM Prediction 

Universality Universality 

i*e 20.90±0.10 

Rft 20.796±0.073 

Rr 21.00±0.11 

Ru 20.851±0.059 20.75+jffi 
< e ( e + e - ) 0.0081±0.0051 

Alt(f+r) 0.0137±0.0027 

< > + r " ) 0.0183±0.0035 
A pole 0.0142±0.0020 o.oi4±g :gg 

Mz [GeV] 91.1852±0.0036 91.1846±0.0035 input 

T z [GeV] 2.4960±0.0052 2.4959±0.0052 2-489ig;SiS 
* £ [nb] 41.47±0.10 41.47±0.10 41.461JJJ 
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The OPAL value obtained for Mz is consistent with the combined LEP value 
of Mz = 91.187 ± 0.007 GeV which was determined from the 1991 LEP energy 
scan. The four-fold increase in off-peak luminosity in 1993 has improved the error 
on Tz by almost a factor of 2. An additional improvement by as much as 1.5 can 
be expected from the 1995 data. 

In the context of the Standard Model the data from the Z° line shape and 
asymmetries can be used to find Mz, Mt and a s . The results are: 

M z = 91.1846 ± 0.0035GeV 

M t = 158i^lJ^GeV 

a.(M|) = 0.132 ± 0.006 ± 0.002 

The central values of Mt and a 5 ( M | ) are for M# = 300 GeV. The second error 
gives the uncertainty due to a Higgs Mass variation from 60 to 1000 GeV. The 
error on the top mass has been significantly reduced from our previous analysis. 
These results are consistent with the combined top mass reported by the CDF and 
DO collaboration of 180 ± 12 GeV [3.2.3]. 

A more precise prediction for the top mass can be obtained by using all the 
quantities measured at LEP sensitive to radiative corrections, e.g. T polarization 
and heavy quark asymmetries. Combining the OPAL results with those of the 
three other LEP experiments, the SLD measurements discussed earlier, and M\v 
as determined in hadron colliders and v scattering, 

M t = 178±8lgGeV 

and 
o,(M|) = 0.123 ± 0.004 ± 0.002. 

is obtained [3.2.2]. The sensitivity of the LEP/SLC electroweak results combined 
with the DO/CDF top measurement to the Higgs mass is illustrated by the x 2 

curve shown in figure 3.2.3. 

Another interesting quantity which can be obtained from these data is the ratio 
Timr/IVl-- Assuming lepton universality 

Tiny __ Tz Thad g 
IV j - IV j - IV/-

Since the radiative corrections for both quantities are similar, this ratio primarily 
tests the structure of the electroweak theory and has little dependence on the top 
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quark and Higgs boson masses. Any deviation of this ratio from the Standard 
Model prediction is evidence for the breakdown of the Standard Model or new 
physics. The dependence of this ratio on the luminosity measurement can be seen 
by using the relation 

pole _ 12?T Tt+t-

to calculate p ^ r - Including the 1994 run, Tiny/IYi-/- was determined by OPAL 
to be 5.944 ± 0.047 which can be compared to the Standard Model value of 5.976 
± 0.009. The new value is dominated by the 1993 and 1994 data where the ex
perimental systematic error on the luminosity has been reduced from 0.41%(old 
detector) to approximately 0.08%(new detector) [3.2.4]. The error on Tinv/IVj- is 
dominated by the theoretical error on the Monte Carlo Bhabha calculation used to 
extract the luminosity of 0.15%. There has been considerable theoretical activity 
aimed at reducing this uncertainty and it is hoped that in the future the theoret
ical uncertainty will be commensurate with the experimental uncertainty [3.2.5]. 
Because the result is dominated by the theoretical systematic error, the combine 
LEP value of r i n v / r V / - = 5.9596 ±0.031 is not significantly better than the OPAL 
result. 

The ratios Re = YCQ/Y^^ and Rb = r ^ / I ^ a d have also been precisely measured 
by OPAL. In the context of the Standard Model, these ratios are also largely 
free of unknown radiative corrections. The ratio Rb does contain non-universal 
corrections from vertex corrections involving the top quark mass. However, as Mi 
has been directly measured, the uncertainties in the Standard Model prediction 
are smaller than the experimental uncertainties. Rb and Re are both sensitive to 
physics beyond the Standard Model, with theoretical prejudice indicating that new 
physics might first make itself visible in Rb-

The preliminary OPAL measurement of Rb = 0.222 ± 0.0029, based on lepton 
and lifetime tags, is the most precise at LEP and SLC. The OPAL measurement 
benefits from earlier work done at the University of Oregon on electron identifica
tion. The preliminary OPAL measurement of Re = 0.1517 ±0.0114, determined 
primarily from D* tags, is also competitive with the other LEP experiments. 
Both of these values disagree with the Standard Model values of Rb = 0.2156 and 
Re = 0.1724. The disagreement becomes significant when the results of the four 
LEP experiments and SLD are combined, with the largest effect apparent in the 
Rb as can be seen if figure 3.2.4. 

Additional constraints on Rb and Re can come from the line shape measure
ments of Tz, Rzi ^had* a n < ^ a n e x t e r n a l value of Q S . It has been noted by several 
authors [3.2.6] that the relatively high value of as obtained from the line shape fit 
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might be due to anomalous contribution to F^. This can be quantified by allowing 
an non-Standard Model contribution to Tjj, .i.e, by taking T^ = T^gM + A b . A 
global fit yields: 

A b = 11.7 ± 3.8 ±1.4MeV 

Mt = 181±8lJ5GeV 

as = 0.102 ± 0.008 
(The second error is due to the unknown Higgs Mass). The value of as obtained in 
this fit is significantly smaller than that obtained from the Standard Model fit and 
is somewhat lower than the world average (adjusted by removing the input from 
the LEP line shape measurement) of a s ( M z ) = 0.117 ± 0.006 [3.2.7]. Allowing for 
a similar non-Standard Model contribution to TCc, a value of as = 0.18 ± 0.04 is 
obtained: This value is inconsistent with the work average of a s (Mz) indicating 
that if new physics is present in TCc and T^ it is likely to affect the other hadronic 
partial widths as well. 

3.3 Luminosity Analysis 

The luminosity measurement with the new silicon-tungsten luminosity moni
tored, was designed so that the largest systematic errors could be transparently 
related to measured quantities. The largest systematic error, from position recon
struction, is based on test beam measurements and careful metrology. The other 
dominant contribution to the systematic error is from uncertainties in the energy 
response of the detector. In this case, we are able to use the data itself to establish 
the size of the uncertainty. 

The Oregon group has played a leading role in establishing the analysis frame
work and in setting limits on the size of many of the systematic effects discussed 
here. We are especially active in understanding the energy response of the detector 
and in understanding the observed Bhabha energy spectrum which has contribu
tions from both detector effects (resolution) and physics (final and initial state 
radiation). We are also taking a leading role in the analysis of the 1994 test beam 
data. 

In what follows we briefly describe the construction of the detector, the selec
tion procedure used for Bhabha events, and then focus on the issues of position 
reconstruction and energy resolution. Additional information about the analysis 
can be found in reference [3.2.4]. 
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3.3.1 Detector Construction 

The new luminosity monitor consists of two identical annular position sensitive 
silicon-tungsten calorimeters located approximately ±2.5 meters from the OPAL 
interaction region. These devices register electromagnetic showers from small angle 
Bhabha scattering in a fiducial range of 28 to 55 mrad in polar angle and 27r in 
azimuth. The electromagnetic showers are sampled with 19 layers of silicon detec
tors interleaved between 14 tungsten absorbers of 1 Xo and 4 tungsten absorbers 
of 2 XQ. The silicon detectors are finely segmented as shown in figure 3.3.1, with a 
radial pitch of 2.5 mm and an azimuthal pitch of 11.25". Adjacent detectors over
lap each other, so that there is not a dead region between detectors. Each layer of 
both calorimeters is individually readout, giving a total of 38,912 channels. Details 
of some aspects of the construction of the new luminosity monitor can be found in 
the OPAL proposal given to the LEPC[3.0.1]. 

The University of Oregon team has made significant contributions to the de
tector construction and commissioning. Our contributions included providing pro
totype silicon detectors and the precision tungsten absorber used in both the test 
module and in the entire detector. We were active in the design of the silicon 
detectors. We also designed and implemented much of the online readout system. 

3.3.2 Analysis Strategy 

The analysis strategy is apparent from the selection criteria list in Table 3.3. 
The cuts are divided into definition and isolation cuts. The definition cuts depend 
entirely on the radial position reconstruction. The isolation cuts are designed to cut 
only a small amount from the Bhabha sample while removing all of the background 
from coincidences of off-momentum particles. To determine the luminosity we take 
the average of events passing tight cuts on the right (NR) and events passing tight 
cuts on the left (iV^). Most effects of longitudinal and transverse beam offsets and 
alignments cancel in the average of JVR. and Ni. 

The experimental systematic errors of the analysis are tabulated in Table 3.4. 
The most important effects are from radial metrology, possible bias in the coor
dinate reconstruction and from the energy response of the detector. The Monte 
Carlo used to calculate the acceptance of isolation cuts, as the acceptance of the 
definition cuts can be determined using test beam data and detector metrology. 
The error on the detector response is almost entirely due to uncertainties in the 
measured energy response of the detector. 
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Table 3.3 Definition and isolation cuts used in the Bhabha selection. 
The energy is calculated from clusters falling with the fiducial radial 
acceptance of the detector, 67 mm to 137 mm, and the acoplanarity and 
acollinearity are constructed from the most energetic cluster within this 
fiducial region. 

Definition cuts: 

NR(NL) 77 mm < .RR(.RL) < 127 mm 

Isolation cuts: 

Minimum Energy Cut, Right (Left) ER {EL) > 0.5 • -^Beam 

Average Energy Cut L£*+M > o.75 •EB earn 1 

Acoplanarity Cut II fa - to 1 -* 1 < 200 mrad 

Acollinearity Cut \RR-RL\< 25 mm 

Table 3.4 Summary of the corrections applied and the corresponding 
experimental systematic uncertainties on the absolute luminosity mea
surement for the 1994 running. The 1993 results are similar. These 
results are preliminary and may be reduced in the final publication. 

Effect Correction xlO 4 Systematic xlO 4 

SiW radial dimensions (±9/*m) 

Radial coordinate bias 

Monte Carlo, detector response 

Monte Carlo, cross section calculation (stat.) 

Detector instability (mechanical + response) 

Trigger inefficiency 

LEP Beam parameters (average) 

Fluctuations in LEP beam parameters 

Accidental coincidence background 

77 background 

-7 .3 

0 

+3.1 

+1.0 

+2.0 

4.1 

3.4 

3.8 

3.7 

0.5 

<0.01 

2.0 

0.5 

1.0 

0.1 

Total -1.2 7.9 
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3.3.3 Radial Metrology and Reconstruction 

The small angle Bhabha cross section is proportional to 1/0 , where 9 is the po
lar angle. Thus the luminosity measurement has a large sensitivity to the position 
of the inner cut on 9. A simple calculation shows that a bias on this angle of 10 
microradians (25 fim at 2.5 m) corresponds to a systematic error of 1/1000 in the 
luminosity. As a result great care was taken in the construction of the detector and 
extensive measurements of the calorimeters were made to establish the position of 
the average inner radius of the two detectors. 

The average radius of each of the layers was measured during the construction 
of the detector. The R.M.S. of the average radius distribution was less than 3 fim. 
For the forward layers, the comparison of the average radius as measured before 
and after the 1993 is shown in figure 3.3.2. The uncertainty on these measurements 
of the inner radius of the detector is dominated by the uncertainty in the absolute 
calibration of our metrology instrument against a reference laser interferometer (4 
izm), with additional contribution from the alignment of the masks used in process
ing the silicon detectors (3 fim) and temperature variations during the metrology 
measurements (2 fim). A difference in the overall metrology scale of 5 fim. between 
the 1993 and 1994 surveys is currently under investigation. We have added an 
uncertainty of ±5*xm to account for this difference. Additional uncertainties in the 
inner radius are due to measured changes in its position as the detector is moved 
from the horizontal to vertical position (—3 ± 6 ^m) and when the electronics and 
cooling are switched on (—6 ± 3 fim). The effects of the heat load generated by 
the electronics have been minimized by careful integration of the cooling with the 
detector structure. Combining these uncertainties, the overall systematic error on 
the position of the average inner radii of the two detectors is 10 fim, corresponding 
to a systematic error on the luminosity of 4.1 x 1 0 - 4 . 

The distance between the two calorimeters, the other crucial parameter in the 
determination of 9, was measured to be 2460.220 ± 0.075 mm, which implies a 
6 x 10~ 5 uncertainty in the luminosity. 

Test beam measurements were used in order to reference the radial coordinate 
used in the analysis, which combines measurements in the silicon layers between 
2 and 10 Xo, to the detector geometry. This reference procedure has three steps. 
First muons are used in the test beam to establish the position of the pad bound
aries relative to an external tracker. Next the image of the pad boundary in a given 
layer is reconstructed using the pad in that layer with the maximum energy deposi
tion (pad-max). The small bias in this image from the curved pad boundaries and 
the finite shower size was measured to be 8 ± 6 fim. Finally the radial coordinate, 
is referenced to the image of the pad boundary in a particular layer. Using this 
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procedure it is possible to reference the radial coordinate used in the analysis to the 
detector geometry with a precision of 6 ^m which implies a 2.5 x 10~4 uncertainty 
in the luminosity. 

Figure 3.3.3 shows the radial coordinate on the right and left side of the de
tector, after the isolation cuts (see Table 3.4) have been applied. Because of the 
non-projective geometry of the detector, we can compare the residual bias of the 
coordinate, as measured at different depths in the calorimeter, with the change in 
acceptance as the radial cut is varied in data and Monte Carlo. The agreement 
between the expected and observed shifts as the cut is varied is shown in Fig. 3.3.4. 
The largest discrepancy seen in this figure is 2.4 x 1 0 - 4 . This effect, while com
patible with expected uncertainty from the reference procedure, is currently under 
investigation. Pending the outcome of our additional work, we have provisionally 
assigned an additional error of 2.4 x 1 0 - 4 to cover any uncertainty in the reference 
procedure. The total systematic error on the radial coordinate reconstruction is 
then 3.4 x 1 0 - 4 . 

3.3.4 Energy Response 

In reconstructing the energy of each shower we have taken full advantage of the 
longitudinal segmentation of our detector. Although the luminosity monitor has 
been designed to have minimal material at the inner and outer edges of the accep
tance, significant material in the middle of the acceptance could distort the energy 
response of the detector. We correct for showering in the upstream material as a 
function of the ratio of energy deposited in the first four layers of the calorimeter 
to the total energy deposited in the calorimeter and as a function of the azimuthal 
angle. 

The largest potential source of uncertainty on the isolation cuts comes from the 
energy cuts. Because of relatively unfavorable background conditions in 1993, a 
rather high total energy cut of 0.75 • î Beam w a s imposed. In order to determine the 
acceptance of the energy cuts, the measured energy response of the detector has 
been used. The shape of the energy response for beam energy electrons (positrons) 
is measured by selecting collinear events with a tight energy cut on the opposite 
positron (electron). The extrapolation of the energy response to lower energy has 
been checked by using acollinear events where a single initial state photon has been 
radiated in the direction of the beam. Based on a comparison of event kinematics 
and the measured cluster energies, the nonlinearity of the energy response of our 
detector was measured to be 1 ± 2%. Figure 3.3.5 shows the energy spectra for 
collinear events which are expected to have the beam energy. The low energy tail 
is caused, in part, by events which shower late and are not fully contained in the 
calorimeter. 
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To calculate the acceptance of the selection the four vectors from a Monte 
Carlo of Bhabha scattered are convoluted with the measured energy response of 
the detector. The change in acceptance from the four vector level to the detector 
level is (7.1 ± 3.8(sys)) x 10~ 4, where the systematic error is due to the uncertainties 
in the measured detector response. As a check on this result, we scale the energy 
cuts and compare the background subtracted data with Monte Carlo. As can be 
seen in figure 3.3.6, the measured luminosity changes by less than 1 0 - 4 as the 
average energy cut is varied from 0.7 to 0.8 of the beam energy. 

3.4 Beam Test 

To further reduce the uncertainties in the experimental error on the luminosity, 
additional test beam data was taken in August 1994. The University of Oregon 
group played an important role in this test providing much of the data acquisition 
system as well as much of the man-power needed to take the data. 

In contrast to our previous test beam data in 1992, the 1994 test employed a 
fully instrumented calorimeter so that issues of shower reconstruction and position 
resolution could be better studied. The silicon microstrip telescope which was used 
in the test was also significantly improved from the one employed in the 1992 test. 
The Oregon group has taken over the responsibility for the analysis of this data 
and is presently using it to improve the systematic error associated with the radial 
coordinate reconstruction. 

3.5 Determination of the LEP Energy Spread 

The Oregon OPAL group has also determined the energy spread in the LEP 
machine. An accurate determination of the RMS energy spread of the LEP center-
of-mass energy is needed for the determination of Tz and the total hadronic cross 
sections. In the case of Tz a center-of-mass energy spread of 55 ± 5 MeV leads 
to a 4 ± 1 MeV correction. The effect of the center-of-mass energy spread on the 
measurement of the peak cross section is also important. Just above the peak a 55 
MeV energy spread lowers the cross section by more than 0.1%. 

The beam energy spread can be determined from the longitudinal size of beam 
using the relation: 

•^beam Qs 

where <rz is the longitudinal beam size, E is the beam energy, ac is the momentum 
compaction factor for LEP, i?LEP is the bending radius of LEP and Qs is the 
synchrotron tune. The longitudinal beam size has been measured as a function of 
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emittance wiggler current as shown in figure 3.5.1. Using this method the energy 
spread in LEP center-of-mass energy for the 1993 energy scan was determined to 
be 55 ± 5 MeV. 

In anticipation of the more precise determination of Tz expected from the 
1995 data, we have initiated work to reduce the systematic error on the energy 
uncertainty. The main error comes from the difference between the coherent Qa 

which is a function of the beam current and the incoherent Qa which drives the 
energy spread and is not a function of beam current. Examination of the 1993 
and 1994 data sets are consistent with a 6% change in the value of the coherent 
Qa for the maximum values of beam current. Figure 3.5.2 shows the ratio of 
the longitudinal beam size to its calculated size using the coherent value of Qs as 
function of the current in the LEP beams. The observed 6% slope is consistent with 
expected ratio of coherent to incoherent Q3. In the 1993 analysis, an uncertainty of 
10% was allowed for this effect. By correcting for the effect of beam current we can 
reduce the error on the beam energy spread so that it has a negligible contribution 
to the error on Tj,. 
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4. NuTeV (E815) 
The NuTeV collaboration has made good progress during the past year. The 

work required to take neutrino data is on track to be ready well before June 1996, 
which the Fermilab schedule gives as the fixed target startup. The preparations 
and upgrades to the Lab E/CCFR detector are mostly complete, and the group has 
been taking cosmic ray data for several months with the whole system operational. 
The new sign-selected beam line is being installed. Oregon postdoc Bob Drucker 
joined NuTeV in Spring 1994 and has made significant contributions to many 
aspects of NuTeV. In the key area of beam measurement, which is the primary 
responsibility of the Oregon group, Bob has become the NuTeV leader. A major 
component of the beam instrumentation system, the BPMs, are being built at 
Oregon. First-year Oregon graduate student David Mason spent Summer 1995 
at Fermilab, and brought the beam toroid system to a nearly beam-ready state. 
Oregon has purchased many X-terminals as well as four 9 GByte hard drives for use 
with the Lab E SGI Unix system. In September 1995, Oregon hosted the NuTeV 
collaboration meeting. 

We discuss the collaboration's progress below, highlighting some of the specific 
Oregon contributions. There has also been a number of interesting new physics 
results which have come out of the analysis of CCFR data, which are briefly dis
cussed below. Every NuTeV physicist has free access to analyze CCFR data, and 
during the last year the CCFR meetings have been scheduled for the day before 
the NuTeV meetings. From the NuTeV perspective this has the practical benefit 
of promoting analysis readiness, in addition to the clear cultural and educational 
benefits. In Chapter 4 of the proposal we discuss the physics prospects for NuTeV 
and the direction of the Oregon group's efforts over the next year. 

4.1 Detector Readiness 

NuTeV will use the CCFR detector in Lab E as the neutrino "target"/detector. 
A few years ago, the E815 collaboration began the effort of revitalizing and up
grading the detector to meet the physics requirements of NuTeV. The revitalization 
effort has been perhaps the greatest single effort undertaken by the collaboration 
to date. The repair/upgrade of the liquid scintillation counters has been com
pleted with excellent results. The toroids have been powered and used for the 
cosmic ray running. The new veto wall is complete. The tracking chambers have 
to be repaired, put under high voltage, have broken wires replaced and tested, etc., 
which is work still in progress. All of the electronics has had to be recovered, put 
into place, and tested. The trigger electronics has been systematically restored 
and recabled. The new data acquisistion system works and the whole system has 
been successfully used to record cosmic ray events, which in turn is being used 
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for detector debugging and alignment. The cosmic ray event displays are grad
ually revealing a nearly complete detector. The data acquisition is now in the 
process of incorporating the slow detector monitoring information (high voltages, 
temperatures, etc.) and the beamline instrumentation information. Much progress 
has been made in developing a new online software system which has a good user 
interface and which is consistent with the offline software, which itself has been 
streamlined and modernized relative to CCFR. 

In addition to the new neutrino beam, a new test beam is also being prepared. 
NuTeV receives neutrino beam only during the fast spills, which occupy only a 
few seconds of the each beam cycle. During the remaining time, the detector 
can acquire a good sample of test beam events, consisting of momentum analyzed 
electron, meson, and muon secondaries, produced in a separate beam line and 
transported to Lab E. These beams will give essential calibration and detector 
mapping information, which past CCFR runs have shown to be invaluable for 
making precision measurements. This is a major new effort, and has required 
much of the group's attention. 

4.2 T h e N e w B e a m 

The essential new element of NuTeV is the sign-selected beam, which will al
low NuTeV to run in either neutrino or anti-neutrino mode. This is an important 
feature for making electroweak measurements, and is what makes a combined mea
surement of sin 2 $w and p possible. The other essential feature of the sign-selected 
beam is that neutral secondaries are de-selected. Hence, backgrounds due to pro
duction of K% and its subsequent decay to eue will be essentially eliminated. This 
was the dominant systematic error for the recent measurement of sin 2 $w based on 
previous CCFR running, recently published in Physical Review Letters. The new 
beam will allow NuTeV to produce the most precise measurements of sin 2 9w and 
p in neutrino interactions, and to do so in such a way that the measurements will 
be statistics limited for the foreseeable future. The projected NuTeV measurement 
errors are shown in the corresponding section of the proposal. 

The Oregon group is responsible for the beam monitoring, including all instru
mentation and software. This consists of the measurement of the position and 
angle of the primary proton beam on target, the profile of this beam, and its inten
sity. It also requires having some modest knowledge of these same quantities for 
the beam of charged secondaries in the decay tube. Monte Carlo calculations were 
made which gave specific requirements for the precision of the measurements, and 
an appropriate monitoring system was designed. The instrumentation employed 
will consist of beam position monitors (BPMs) for continual measurement of the 
proton beam position, angle, and intensity; a toroid will provide a more precise 
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intensity measurement as well as a timing signal for the Lab E trigger; seconary 
emission wire detectors (SEEDs) will measure primary beam profile, position, and 
relative intensity; segmented wire ion chambers (SWICs) in the secondary beam 
will measure its intensity, position, and profile. The SWICs will also be used to 
measure the position of a target-out proton beam of energy 250 GeV at the very 
beginning of the run. This will provide a precise check of the alignment of the new 
sign-selected magnet elements, an important piece of the systematic error budget. 

The proposed program for carrying out the beam instrumentation effort during 
the next year is presented in the proposal. Below, we briefly describe some of the 
work carried out by the Oregon group during the past year. 

Figure 4.2.1 is a plan view of the beam elements just upstream of the proton 
target, which is indicated at the bottom of the figure. The distances in z are in 
feet. The locations of the pre-target BPMs and SEEDs are indicated. In addition, 
a toroid will be present (discussed below) which is not shown. 

The BPMs are presently being built at Oregon. They are replicas of the "short" 
BPMs used previously in the beam switchyard. They consist of vacuum chambers 
within which are a pair of precision pick-off plates, separated by 180°, which are 
connected outside the vacuum to a LC circuit tuned to the accelerator RF fre
quency. A BPM schematic is given in Fig. 4.2.2. The beam passes between the 
BPM pickoff plates. The fields of the passing beams induce a current on the pickoff 
plates which, after the resonant filter, are passed to custom electronics. The fields 
due to the beam, at the location of the pickoffs, depends sensitively on the charge 
center of the beam. Figure 4.2.3 shows a calculation performed by Bob Drucker 
of the electric field due to the beam, the magnitude and direction of the field is 
indicated by the arrows. The BPM vacuum pipe is the dark full circle at radius « 5 
cm, while the pick-off plates are the arcs at radius « 3.5 cm. The pick-off signals 
measured by the two plates, call them A and B, can be combined to measure the 
total beam charge (A + B) and the beam position in one dimension. The expected 
beam to signal relationship is expected to be given by 

X = ^-ATB]\ 
where a ia a constant to be determined. Bob Drucker has extended his field 
calculation to verify the equation above, known as the "transfer function". The 
result, shown in Fig. 4.2.4 shows that the transfer behaves as expected. He checked 
the ansatz of factorization of x and y. We see that even a huge offset of the beam 
in y of 5 mm has a very small effect on the x measurement. The position resolution 
of the BPMs is primarily limited by signal to noise in the electronic readout. We 
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expect to be able to achieve an accuracy of ~ 100 pm with our BPMs, whereas the 
required accuracy is closer to 1 mm. Four BPMs are required, one x-y pair at two 
z locations. The electronics is being built by the FNAL Research Division. The 
data will be distributed via a FNAL software package called Epicure to both Lab 
E and accelerator operations. 

A pair of devices known as SEEDs are being built to the specifications given 
by the Oregon group. Each SEED consists of an x-y pair of wire planes. The wire 
plane aperature and wire spacing set by the beam size. The device will work using 
secondary emission due to beam scattering in the wires. The SEEDs have two main 
functions. The wires sample beam density, hence mapping the transverse beam 
profile. The BPMs measure charge center only, giving essentially no information 
on the shape of the charge distribution. This profile must be known at the « 10% 
level in order to keep neutrino beam systematics low. Secondly, the SEEDs will 
provide a physical, in-situ calibration of the BPM transfer function. The wire plans 
will normally be in a position retracted from the beam, and will be moved into^ 
the beamline on demand. Bob Drucker has done a calculation of the effect of the 
passing beam on the SEED wire tension due to heating. This is shown in Fig. 
4.2.5. Since these wires are short and robust, this is not expected to be a problem. 
The SEED data will also go into the Epicure system by way of new FNAL SWIC 
scanner readout modules. 

A beam toroid will also be placed around the primary proton beam. This 
serves two functions: A precise measurement of the total beam current, and a 
well-defined beam gate which sets the neutrino detector beam gate timing. David 
Mason worked on this system during Summer 1995. A schematic of the toroid 
system is given in Fig. 4.2.6. The toroids themselves were recovered from previous 
fixed target use. There was no electronics, however. David and Bob were able 
to modify toroid electronics used for the Tevatron to be compatible to the fixed 
target timing structure and beam current. David tested the linearity of the system 
by using a calibration pulse line, which passes through the toroid. The results are 
shown in Fig. 4.2.7. The two data sets correspond to two different toroids with 
different values of self-inductance. 

Monitoring of the secondary beam has called for a new SWIC detector, designed 
from the ground up by Bob Drucker, to be installed in the NW2 enclosure of the 
secondary beam decay line. Figure 4.2.8 shows the layout of the SWIC in the NW2 
enclosure. The aperature of the SWIC is very large, about 3 feet in diameter. 
In this way the SWIC does not provide a significant rescattering source for the 
secondary beam particles, which could be an important source of backgrounds, 
especially from K\ and wrong-sign charged pion production. Bob Drucker did a 
complete Turtle plus GEANT calculation which showed that a SWIC done in this 
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way was a small perturbation on the (small) backgrounds. The NW2 SWIC will 
have a plane each of x and y as well as a foil plane to measure intensity. The 
transverse view of one wire plane is shown in Fig. 4.2.9, while the structure of 
the various planes in depth is shown in Fig. 4.2.10. Bob did detailed calculations 
which showed that to eliminate space-charge non-linearities, the SWIC should use 
helium gas with an electric field giving no gas multiplication. The SWIC is being 
fabricated by the FNAL Research Division. 

4.3 Analyses of C C F R Data 

The CCFR/NuTeV collaboration on physics analyses of CCFR data from pre
vious run, mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, is very active. Three new 
results were presented by NuTeV collaborators at the EPS meeting in Brussels in 
Summer 1995. One paper represents an extension of the previous CCFR measure
ment of the electroweak mixing angle to report the "model-independent" quantity 
R" (see NuTeV chapter in proposal for definitions). The reported result is 

R" = 0.3149 ± O.OOlO(stat) ± 0.0019(syst) ± (theory) 

There is a completely new measurement aa by means of the Gross-Llewellyn Smith 
(GLS) sum rule, which constrains the integral of the valence quark, non-valence 
quark momentum distributions to be 3 for nucleons to leading order. Higher-order 
QCD corrections to this are a function of a s , thus allowing its measurement. The 
measurement is quite low in Q2 with the result 

a a(3GeV 2) = 0.26 ±g;jj§ ±0.02 ± 0.03, 

where the errors are statistical, systematic, and theoretical ("higher twist"), re
spectively. When run up to the scale of Mz this becomes 

aa(M2

z) = 0.108 ijtjjg ±0.004±S:g8, 

with the errors ordered as above. This is one of many results for as at low Q2 

which are somewhat lower than the average a , from measurements at the Z°. 
This measurement will improve with NuTeV, so may well remain quite topical. 

Finally, there has been a new analysis of neutrino mixing from CCFR data. The 
analysis technique is new and is based on the principle that the ratio of observed 
neutral-current to charged-current neutrino events, as a function of depth in the 
CCFR calorimeter, is quite sensitive to oscillation of neutrino species. The v^ beam 
will produce a larger than expected fraction of apparent neutral current events with 
increasing depth in the calorimeter because i/e and vT interactions will tend to be 
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identified as neutral current events, due to the lack of final-state muon in the final 
state. There is no evidence for mixing. And the result gives the most stringent 
mixing limit yet for 

i/M - • vT for 25 < Am 2 < 90 eV 2, and 

Vp -> ue for 250 < Am 2 < 400 eV 2. 

Bob Drucker has presented preliminary results at CCFR meetings of an analysis 
for neutrino mixing, where he uses a unique analysis technique employing a neural 
network algorithm to aid in the identification of r , e, and p final states. Figure 4.3.1 
gives the neural network output tuned to identify vT interactions in the detector in 
the Monte Carlo. There is a good separation from v^ interactions. He has thrown 
100 random experiments with realistic event statistics to determine what kind of 
error might be determined with this technique. The distribution of oscillation 
probability limits for these 100 possible outcomes is shown in Fig. 4.3.2. The 
technique seems quite promising. 
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5. R & D for Future Colliders 

5.1 B e a m Test of 18 c m Silicon Tracker 

A prototype silicon microstrip detector which was assembled for the GEM general purpose 
detector proposed for the Super Collider was tested in a high energy beam at SLAC in 
November, 1994. The system was designed for performance in the GEM environment: 60 
MHz bunch crossing at 10 3 3 luminosity with inner barrel occupancies of 0.16%. Signals 
from the strips were amplified by high-speed, low-power, low-noise, low-mass, integrated 
microelectronics, custom designed for operation at a hadron collider. The mechanical design 
of the GEM tracker motivated the selection of long (18 cm) strip lengths (achieved by wire-
bonding three 6 cm long detectors). The longer detectors considerable reduced the number of 
electronics channels and simplified the mechanical and thermal design of the tracker. Results 
have been evaluated to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach. 

The Oregon GEM group made measurements of the efficiency and time resolution of 
a prototype ladder as a function of the azimuthal and polar angle of tracks which hit the 
ladders and as a function of position. By using a high energy test beam (25 GeV electrons) it 
was possible to accurately reconstruct the position of the tracks as they crossed the detectors 
under test. The particles in the test beam were extrapolated with a precision of 20 /zm or 
better, making some measurements of the charge sharing between strip possible. The amount 
of charge sharing as a function of azimuthal and polar angle was also measured. 

The inefficiency as a function of threshold is shown in figure 5.1.1 for tracks with normal 
incidence. The detector becomes almost fully efficient at thresholds of 1.5 fC. At this value, 
the noise occupancy in a 15 ns interval is well below 10~ 3 . 

Examples of two other measurements needed for evaluation of the 18 cm ladder concept 
are shown in figure 5.1.2. The minimum t ime resolution is obtained for thesholds of 1.2 fC 
counts. Below this threshold the resolution is dominated by the noise of the amplifier. 
At larger thresholds the resolution is dominated by variations in the pulse size and shape 
from the incident particles. Also shown in figure 5.1.2 is the dependence on mean time on 
threshold and longitudinal position of the ladder. For values close to 1.5 fC the measured time 
difference between tracks 1 cm and 17 cm from the electronics agrees well with laboratory 
measurements based on a pulsed infrared laser. 

Our results have been summarized in a final report to the SSC Lab. We presented these 
results at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium in October, 1995, in San Francisco, and are 
submitting a paper for journal publication. 
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5.2 NLC Studies of the Top 

In preparation for Snowmass 1996 and as part of the normal progress toward developing 
a NLC "Zero-th order Design Report", or ZDR, a number of working groups have been 
organized for the accelerator and the physics. Much progress has already been made, on the 
physics front this has been reported in the proceedings of the previous LCWS workshops, 
for example in Finland and Hawaii (1993). The R&D for the future linear colliders has been 
very impressive, has been international in character, and has resulted in a growing confidence 
in the technical soundness of a linear e+e~" collider at center-of-mass energy 0.5 to 1.0 TeV. 

R. Frey, J. Jaros (SLAC), and R. Raja (FNAL) are leaders of the top physics working 
group. R. Frey gave the top plenary talk at the first U.S. NLC physics workshop in prepara
tion for Snowmass which was held at Estes Park, Colorado in July 1995. The second meeting 
in this series will take place at FNAL in November 1995, and R. Frey will give a similar talk 
there. 

Frey has worked on a number of analysis efforts in top physics. He contributed a parallel 
session talk at the LCWS95 in Japan in September 1995 on the subject of the measurement 
of top anomalous couplings. This is described briefly below. In addition, he gave the top 
plenary talk at LCWS95. 

Top pair production in e + e~ offers the possibility to study the event final states in 
exquisite detail. Studies have shown that the ti final states can be easily separated from 
backgrounds and that the final states can be fully reconstructed in most cases. The Standard 
Model predicts that t —> bW with a branching ratio of nearly one. The W's will be about 
70% longitudinally polarized and will decay in the usual way. The most interesting feature 
in the open top region is that due to the fact that the T(t —* bW) oc mf, the top will decay 
before it hadronizes. Thus, the bW final states completely reflect the helicity structure 
of the initial ti. For example, one can look for events where one W decays to jets and 
the other to ev or \iv (branching fraction 30%). The lepton charge determines t versus f, 
and the reconstruction of the W and top masses allows the unknown neutrino longitudinal 
momentum be determined. 

There are now four helicity angles which can be reconstructed. The ti production angle, 
the angle of the Ws with respect to top spin in the top proper frame, and the angle of the 
e or /i with respect to W spin in the W proper frame. Polarization of course is a powerful 
tool in such studies. A parton-level Monte Carlo due to Carl Schmidt and Michael Peskin 
has been used to study the sensitivity to neutral-current and charged-current couplings to 
top in the reconstruction and analysis outlined above. Since the helicity angles and beam 
polarization are all correlated, all of the reconstructed information can be combined to form 
a likelihood function. As an example, Fig. 5.2.1 shows the log-liklihood function variation 
with respect to a non-zero right-handed W charged-current coupling to the top for an "NLC 
year" luminosity of 10 f b - 1 , an energy of 0.5 TeV, a top mass of 180 GeV, and no beam 
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polarization. Fig. 5.2.2 is the same as above with a beam polarization of —0.80, clearly 
showing the significant improvement offered by polarization. The corresponding limits are 
about 10% of the standard model left-handed coupling. 

In addition, Frey has been working with the interaction region working group, which has 
some significant overlap with top physics. Figure 5.2.3 shows a calculation of the if threshold 
cross section (normalized to the point cross section), for a top mass of 150 GeV in this case, 
after convoluted with the significant effects due to initial state radiation loss. 
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7. Figures 

F i g u r e 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 . Comparison of SLD and LEP measurements of sin 0^. The SLD point is 
the left-most point, and is based on the preliminary 1992-95 AIR determination. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .2 . Evolution of SLC luminosity in terms of recorded Z events. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .3 . Measured electron-beam polarization, indicating the improvements in 
strained-lattice cathodes, as a function of recorded Z events. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .4 . Results from strained-lattice photocathode measurements of measured 
polarization as a function of laser wavelength. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .5 . Schematic of Compton polarization measurement configuration. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .6 . Distributions relevant to calorimeter-based event selection for ALR after 
the first offline filtering stage of data processing. The upper-left plot is .£tot> upper-right 
is energy imbalance, and lower plots are numbers of clusters for barrel (botiom-left) and 
endcap (bottom-right) regions. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .7 . Scatter plot of energy imbalance versus number of clusters in the end-
cap region after calorimeter reconstruction for the LAC. The event selection cuts are the 
superposed lines (see text). 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .8 . Number of LAC clusters versus number of CDC tracks in the barrel region. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .9 . Trajectories in the S-T plane of Peskin-Takeuchi of various electroweak 
measurements, including the SLD ALR- The black region is the SM prediction within the 
indicated ranges of top and Higgs masses. 

F i g u r e 2 .2 .1 .10 . Expected evolution of sin 2 9^ error versus number of events with 
SLC/SLD. The upper curve is for a polarization of 75% and a 1% polarization error, while 
the lower is for 90% and 0.5%, respectively. 

F i g u r e 2 . 2 . 2 . 1 . Differential angular distribution for e+e~" —> e + e ~ . The points are the 
corrected data, the dashed line is the fit. 
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Figure 2 .2 .2 .2 . Left-right asymmetry, Ae

L£ ( jcos#|) , for polarized e + e -* e+e . The 
points are the corrected data, the dashed curve is the fit. 

Figure 2 .2 .2 .3 . One-sigma (68%) contour in the ae,ve plane. The large ellipse is for 
e+e"~ —* e+e~, the smaller ellipse includes the measurement of AIR. The shaded region 
represents the Standard Model calculation for 130 GeV < m< o p < 250 GeV and 50 GeV 
< MHiggs < 1000 GeV. 

Figure 2 .2 .5 .1 . Expectations for the quantity Hq as a function of rank q from perturbative 
QCD calculated at different levels of approximation (see text) . 

Figure 2 .2 .5 .2 . Charged-particle multiplicity distribution as measured by SLD. The data 
have been fully corrected. The best-fit phenomenological NBD and LND distributions are 
superposed. 

Figure 2 .2 .5 .3 . The SLD result for Hq (points with error bars). The systematic errors are 
given by the vertical lines at the bottom of the plot. The behavior of the data agrees well 
with the qualitative expectations of higher-order perturbative QCD. 

Figure 2 .2 .5 .4 . Comparison of the SLD calorimetric measurements in three jet events for 
jet energy fractions and the Ellis-Karliner angle with expectations for scalar, vector, and 
tensor gluon couplings. 

Figure 2 .3 .1 . Comparison of VXD2 and VXD3 RZ profiles showing the beam pipe, beryl
lium support structure, ladders, and CCDs. 

Figure 2 .3 .2 . Comparison of VXD2 and VXD3 impact parameter resolutions. The boxes 
are from data with VXD2. The lower curves are the expected improvements with VXD3. 

F i g u r e 2 .3 .3 . End-view comparison of VXD2 and VXD3 layouts. 

Figure 2 .5 .1 . Compton cross section as a function of i ? 7 for the spin parallel and spin 
anti-parallel cases. 
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Figure 2.5.2. Schematic of the PGC detector. The point of incidence of Compton photons 
at the detector front face is indicated. Not shown are the insertable lead radiator plates 
located before the front face, nor is the photomultiplier at the other end of the detector 
shown. The geometry of the channelled Cherenkov light path allows greater immunity to 
backgrounds. 

Figure 2.5.3. Pulse height distributions from a 1995 test of Compton photon measurement 
with the BSM detector. Top plot: laser off; middle plot: laser on, j — 1/2; bottom plot: 
laser on, j = 3/2. 

Figure 2.5.4. Analyzing power as measured by the Compton photon data taken with the 
BSM for two lead thicknesses. Also shown are the expected analyzing powers for the BSM 
configuration as calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. 

Figure 3 .2 .1 . Cross sections as function of center-of-mass energy for: (a) e+e~—>• hadrons, 
corrected for acceptance; (b) e + e ~ —> e + e ~ , integrated over | cos0 | < 0.70; (c) e+e~ —* 
(i+ft~, corrected for acceptance; (d) e+e~ —* T+T~, corrected for acceptance; The solid lines 
are the results of the fit to the combined e+e~,(j,+fi.~, T+T~ and hadronic data. The solid 
squares show the 1994.data, the solid circles the 1993 data, the open triangles the 1992, the 
open squares the 1991 data and the open circles the 1990 data. The data are corrected for 
the center-of-mass energy spread. Only statistical errors are shown. 

Figure 3 .2.2. Forward-Backward asymmetries for: (a) e+e~ —* e+e~, integrated over 
|cos#| < 0.70; (b) e + e ~ —»• n+fi~, corrected for acceptance; (c) e+e~ —* T+T~, corrected 
for acceptance, (d) The difference averaged over all 3 leptonic species between the measured 
forward-backward symmetry and the Standard Model fit result. The solid lines are the 
results of the fit to the combined e + e ~ , / u + / / - , T+T~ and hadronic data. The solid squares 
show the 1994 data, the solid circles the 1993 data, the open triangles the 1992, the open 
squares the 1991 data and the open circles the 1990 data. The data are corrected for the 
center-of-mass energy spread. Only statistical errors are shown. 

Figure 3 .2 .3 . x 2 as a function of Higgs mass for the combined LEP/SLC/Tevatron elec-
troweak results as presented at the 1995 summer conferences. The dotted curve shows the 
results with Pq> and Re removed from the fit. 

Figure 3.2.4. The measured value of Rb and Re compared to the Standard Model predic
tion. 
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Figure 3 .3 .1 . The pad geometry of a single silicon detector. 

Figure 3 .3 .2 . The distribution of offsets from the nominal radial position for a subset of 
the layers which were serviced after the 1993 run shown before installation, after installation 
and the correlation between measurements. 

Figure 3 .3 .3 . The radial distribution of events on the right and left sides after all other 
cuts. The solid line is the Monte Carlo prediction, the points with error bars, the data. 

Figure 3 .3 .4 . The relative variation in acceptance as the cut on inner right and left radius 
is varied. The open circles represent the expected change in acceptance based on fixing the 
radial coordinate to the test beam measurements in layers 4-8 of the calorimeter. 

Figure 3 .3 .5 . Energy spectrum for collinear events in the right and left calorimeters, in 
regions with and without significant upstream material. The solid curves show the parame
terization used in the detector simulation. This is composed of two Gaussians, indicated by 
the dotted curves, and an extreme value distribution. The dashed curves show the amount 
by which the extreme value component of the parameterization is varied to determine the 
systematic error. The solid bullets are the 1994 data, the histogram the 1993 data. 

Figure 3 .3 .6 . Background-subtracted variation in the relative change in acceptance for 
data and Monte Carlo. The dotted curve shows the increased sensitivity to the energy cut 
when the acollinearity cut is removed. 

Figure 3 .5 .1 . Size of the longitudinal luminous region as a function of the emittance 
wiggler current. The triangles are the result of a calculation based on the beam parameters. 

Figure 3 .5 .2 . The ratio of the measured size of the longitudinal beam size to the calculated 
size as a function of LEP beam current. The calculation uses the measured (coherent) value 
of Q3. The slope of the fitted line is due to the dependence of the coherent Qs on beam 
current. 

Figure 4 . 2 . 1 . Plan view of the pre-target elements of the new NuTeV beam line. The 
locations of BPM and SEED instrumentation is indicated. The unit of z is inches. 

Figure 4 .2 .2 . The NuTeV BPM. The upper figures show the mechanical designs in the y-z 
view (left) and x-y view (right). The lower figure shows the electrical design. 
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Figure 4 .2 .3 . Calculation of the electric field in the BPM with the proton beam at its 
center. 

Figure 4 .2 .4 . Calculation of the uncorrected beam position for an x-sensitive BPM versus 
the true beam position in x. The two sets of points correspond to y = 0 and y = 5 mm, as 
indicated. 

Figure 4 .2 .5 . Tension loss in SEED wires due to beam heating during a spill. 

Figure 4 .2 .6 . Schematic of a beam toroid and its readout. 

Figure 4 .2 .7 . Test of the linearity of the NuTeV beam toroid system. The two sets of 
points and fitted curves correspond to two toroid modules of different construction. 

Figure 4 .2 .8 . Beam's eye view (figure top) and plan view (bottom) of SWIC detector 
showing its placement in secondary beam enclosure NW2. 

Figure 4 .2 .9 . One of the NW2 SWIC wire planes. 

Figure 4 .2 .10. Structure of the NW2 SWIC in depth, showing the function of the planes, 
including the x and y wire planes and the intensity foil plane ("I-Sig"). 

Figure 4 .3 .1 . Output of neural network for vT event identification from a Monte Carlo 
sample of mixed vr and t/p events. 

Figure 4 .3 .2 . Distribution of possible limits for the probability that a muon neutrino 
oscillated to a tau neutrino. At high A m 2 , the limit on sin 2(20) is 2 times this oscillation 
probability. 

Figure 5 .1 .1 . Hit efficiency for tracks of normal incidence. 

Figure 5 .1 .2 . The width from a Gaussian fit to the time distribution as a function of 
threshold for tracks at normal incidence. 

Figure 5 .2 .1 . Logarithm of the likelihood function as a function of the value of a non
standard right-handed top-W coupling for 10 f b - 1 of NLC data at y ^ = 500 GeV with 

180 G e V / c 2 and zero beam polarization. 
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Figure 5.2.2. Same as previous figure, but for a predominantly left-handed electron beam 
of polarization 80%. 

Figure 5.2.3. Cross section (in units of R) for e + e~ —*• it near threshold (mt = 150 GeV/c 2) 
with the effects of initial state bremsstrahlung included. 
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SLD-LEP Comparison 
LEP Average (Moriond '95): sin20eff

w=O.2318±O.OOO4 

SLD A L R ('92 - '95): sin20eff

w=O.23O49±O.OOO5O 
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Figure 2.2.1.1. Comparison of SLD and LEP measurements of s i n 2 0 ^ . The SLD point is 
the left-most point, and is based on the preliminary 1992-95 ALR determination. 
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Figure 2.2.1.3. Measured electron-beam polarization, indicating the improvements in 
strained-lattice cathodes, as a function of recorded Z events. 
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Figure 2.2.1.5. Schematic of Compton polarization measurement configuration. 
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Figure 2.2.1.6. Distributions relevant to calorimeter-based event selection for AIR after 
the first offline filtering stage of data processing. The upper-left plot is Etot, upper-right 
is energy imbalance, and lower plots are numbers of clusters for barrel (bottom-left) and 
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measurements, including the SLD ALR. The black region is the SM prediction within the 
indicated ranges of top and Higgs masses. 
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Figure 2.2.5.2. Charged-particle multiplicity distribution as measured by SLD. The data 
have been fully corrected. The best-fit phenomenological NBD and LND distributions are 
superposed. 
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Figure 2.3.1. Comparison of VXD2 and VXD3 RZ profiles showing the beam pipe, beryl
lium support structure, ladders, and CCDs. 



Figure 2.3.2. Comparison of VXD2 and VXD3 impact parameter resolutions. The boxes 
are from data with VXD2. The lower curves are the expected improvements with VXD3. 
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Figure 2.3.3. End-view comparison of VXD2 and VXD3 layouts. 
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Figure 2.5.2. Schematic of the PGC detector. The point of incidence of Compton photons 
at the detector front face is indicated. Not shown are the insertable lead radiator plates 
located before the front face, nor is the photomultiplier at the other end of the detector 
shown. The geometry of the channelled Cherenkov light path allows greater immunity to 
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Nikolai Sinev* - June 11 to June 16, 1995, Ein Gedi, Dead Sea, Israel, presented work on 
the SLD vertex detector upgrade at the 4th International Workshop on Vertex Detectors 
(Vertex 95) 

* indicates that the travel costs were partially or fully covered by the University funds. 
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